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VII. INTRODUCTION 

In the search for ever higher efficiency for compressors and tur

bines, oneis particularly interested in minimizing the losses stemming 

from viscous effects. This goal can only be achieved if the effects 

which bring out the unwanted losses are thoroughly investigated, 

mathematically and experimentally. However, when trying to gain more 

insight and understanding for the whole ambiguity of general viscous 

flow, one is soon confronted with an insurmountable obstacle, the mathe

matical complexity of the viscous flow pattern. Thus, the real 

flow of a fluid through compressors and turbines is not only 

highly unsteady, but also three-dimensional and usually partly subsonic, 

partly supersonic and in this case strongly influenced by shocks and 

compressibility effects. The complexity of this flow pattern makes a 

theoretical attack impossible, unless certain simplifications are intro

duced and a simplified mathematical model adopted. 

The one which is currently most frequently used assumes that the 

flow is steady in both absolute and relative motion. This then allows 

the definition of stream surfaces along which the flow is assumed to 

happen. In general, these surfaces are twisted, thus exhibiting three

dimensional character. However, upon introducing a further assumption, 

according to which the flow through axial-flow compressors is suffi

ciently close to a mathematical two-dimensional flow, at least around 

the mean radius, the twisted, three-dimensional stream surface trans

forms into a two-dimensional, cylindrical blade-to-blade surface. This 

cylindrical surface, along which the flow is assumed to happen, can be 

1 
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looked upon as being a simplified model to the real flow as it occurs 

between two adjacent rotor or stator blades of an axial flow compressor. 

To facilitate further the investigation, this stream surface will 

be developed onto a plane, thus yielding the familiar straight, infinite 

cascade. It will be the subject of the first part of this thesis to 

investigate and calculate the two-dimensional, potential flow past 

such a straight, infinite cascade, where the model of potential flow is 

obtained by assuming further simplifications concerning flow condi-

tions. 

It is the main goal of this investigation to come up with a mathe

matical approach, which permits calculation of the pressure distribution 

along blade surfaces for arbitrary angles of attack and arbitrary blade 

stagger angles. Furthermore, this investigation is also meant as a 

completion and continuation to previous work which has been done on 

this subject [ref. 3], and a general contribution to the research in 

this field currently being pursued at the Mechanical Engineering 

Department of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. 

In the second part of the thesis, the results from the cascade in

vestigation will be used to predict what accounts for most of the losses 

in cascade flows, the blade boundary layer development and separation, 

thus contributing to a better understanding of what happens inside 

compressors and what is believed to be a prerequisite for ever better 

design and efficiency. 



VIII. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The two-dimensional, irrotationa1, compressible and incompressible 

flow in cascades has been dealt with by many authors, and the corres

ponding theory meanwhile has attained a high degree of completeness. 

Depending upon what is assumed to be known and what is unknown at 

the outset of the problem, potential flow theory is concerned with two 

basic problems, referred to as direct or inverse. In the direct or 

analysis problem the geometry of a cascade and a characteristic velo

city far upstream are given. A solution then yields the velocity dis

tribution in the region of the cascade and the outlet flow angle a 
e 

[see Fig. 2]. For the inverse problem the velocity distribution on the 

surface of a cascade blade and the velocity vectors far upstream and 

downstream are given. A solution (if one exists) yields the complete 

geometry, including blade shape, chord length and spacing. From this 

distinction it can be concluded that the problem to investigate is one 

of the first type in that the cascade geometry and an upstream velocity 

vector are given. A further distinction exists in solving either the 

direct or inverse problem in the sense that the cascade is considered 

as an array of isolated airfoils or an infinite array of adjacent 

channels, where the latter applies for the problem under investigation. 

An excellent survey of the work in this area up to 1965 has been 

published by Johnson and Bullock [ref. 1], who classify the researchers 

according to the described criteria. More recent work in this area 

has been carried out and especially focused on computer applicability_ 

In this connection,the diverse publications of Theodore Katsanis and 

3 
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the revised Fortran program for calculating velocities and streamlines 

on a blade-to-blade stream surface by the same author together with 

William McNally, using a finite difference method, should be mentioned 

[ref. 2] •. This program has been used in reference 3 and furthermore 

served as a source of information in creating the program for the 

current problem. 

Quite a different approach to the cascade flow problem has been 

chosen at the Von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics in Belgium 

[ref. 4]. Van Den Braembussche applies a singularity method to calcu

late the subsonic, compressible flow in compressor and turbine cas

cades with constant or varying blade heights. Since the flow field 

created by point vortices is potential except at the center of the 

singularity, the potential flow is represented by a superposition of 

a uniform flow and the flow created by the vortices, where the singu

larities are placed on the contour of the profile. 

The method outlined in reference 4 is limited to subsonic flow 

and cannot be used to calculate transonic or supersonic flow, because 

sources and sinks have an elliptic behavior whereas transonic and 

supersonic flow show a parabolic and hyperbolic behavior. The two 

approaches of solving the potential flow field in cascades, the finite 

difference technique and the singularity method, represent the commonly 

used methods at the present time. 



PART 1 

I. POTENTIAL FLOW SOLUTION FOR 

TWO-DIMENSIONAL, INCOMPRESSIBLE, CASCADE FLOW 

A. Simplifying Assumptions 

The theoretical flow passing through the blades of a cascade row 

is computed on the basis of a two-dimensional flow on a cylindrical 

surface which is then developed onto a plane for convenience of calcu

lation. For this projection into a straight cascade it is necessary that 

the flow is: 

a) steady relative to the blade 

b) the blade-to-blade surface is a surface of revolution 

c) the velocity component normal to the blade is O. 

In addition, the following assumptions are made to further simplify the 

problem. The fluid is: 

d) incompressible 

e) non-viscous 

f) absolutely irrotational 

g) there is no loss of energy over the area of investigation 

h) the velocity magnitude and direction are uniform across both the 

upstream and downstream boundaries. 

It is the purpose of these assumptions to reduce the whole prob

lem to a state where it becomes mathematically more easily accessible 

and a solution can be obtained within a reasonable amount of work and 

time, yet without losing any significant information. It is therefore 

5 
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necessary to briefly investigate the influence the assumptions might 

have on the solution. 

B. Discussion of Assumptions 

When the assumptions made are compared with the real flow through 

an axial-flow compressor, some of these deviate more and some less from 

reality. The assumption of steadiness is probably the most stringent 

restriction in connection with the flow through stators and rotors of 

a compressor, since the rotor blades are moving with a certain circum

ferential speed relative to the stator blades, thus passing at the 

same speed through the wakes developing from the latter. This renders 

the flow highly unsteady. The assumption implies that rotor and stator 

are far enough apart, so that the flow behind both of them has become 

completely uniform before it impinges on the next blade row. Thus, 

the mutual interaction between rotor and stator blades is excluded in 

our consideration and the flow is basically the same as through a 

completely isolated cascade of blades. Only the experiment can tell us 

if this approximation is justified and the ensuing solution agrees 

well enough with the real flow. 

Bearing in mind that the radial dimensions in axial-flow compressors 

are relatively small, resulting in a reasonably well approximated two

dimensional blade-to-blade flow, assumptions (b) and (c) do not 

represent too severe a restriction and their influence on the final 

solution can be considered minor. 

The assumption of incompressibility is satisfied better the lower 

the speed of the fluid flowing through the cascade. In this 'connection 
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it is recalled that the current investigation of potential flow through 

an isolated cascade has been carried out in connection with a research 

program for a low-turning axial-flow compressor, for which absolute 

and relative velocities remain in the range where the assumption of 

incompressibility can be applied. Therefore, the above assumption 

causes the result to deviate only very slightly from the one which 

could have been obtained from compressible calculations. 

The remaining assumptions are consistent with the potential 

flow model, for which assumption (e) is satisfied with increasing 

accuracy the larger the Reynolds number for the corresponding flow is, 

restricting the consideration to the core between two adjacent blades. 

They become completely invalid in a thin layer attached to the blade 

surface, which is for this reason ignored by the potential flow model. 

Thus the solution based on these assumptions is restricted to the flow 

field outside the blade boundary layer (external flow). The main 

information from the solution, the longitudinal pressure distribution 

along the blade surface, however,is not affected by this restriction, 

since the pressure normal to the blade surface remains constant, as 

will be shown in Part 2. 

c. Governing Equation 

According to the stated assumptions, the flow between two adjacent 

blades occurs on a strictly cylindrical surface with its longitudinal 

axis corresponding to the x-direction of the compressor axis. Applying 

the equation of continuity for the stream filament, depicted in Fig. 1, 

yields the follOWing expression: 
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= o (1) 

With T and p constant, equation (1) reduces to 

o (2) 

Upon developing the stream filament onto a plane, equation 2 remains 

unchanged and its derivatives may be written with respect to Cartesian 

coordinates, bearing in mind that y = r~. 

Introducing a stream function ~, so that 

W = ~ x ay 

and W = _2.W.. 
y ax 

(3) 

and applying the condition of irrotationality: 

aw 
_ -1f = 

ay 
o (4) 

The final equation is obtained as: 

o (5) 

Equation 5 is easily recognized as Laplace's equation in two dimen-

sions, with the distinctive feature that it is a linear, homogenous. 

elliptic, second order differential equation. Solving equation 5 

yields the unique solution for the two-dimensional flow field under the 

assumptions made in section A. In order that equation 5 can be solved 
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Fig. 1 

Stream filament of revolution 

aw 
+~ dx ax 
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by the method of finite differences, some preliminary work has first 

to be carried out as will be shown in the next section. 

D. Cascade and Blade Geometry 

If II 

It has been outlined in the Introduction that the complexity and 

three-dimensional character of the flow in a multi-stage compressor 

requires that a simplified flow model has to be adopted in order to 

come to grips with the mathematical description of the flow. The 

prevailing flow model has been the one of an isolated, circular or 

straight infinite cascade, formed by the intersection of a flow surface 

of revolution and the blading. The geometrical picture of a straight, 

infinite cascade is shown in Fig. 2. 

Blade Geometry 

For the problem under investigation, the blade profiles have a 

RAF-6 cross section. The blades have a chord-to-thickness ratio of 

11 per cent and a maximum thickness of 0.187 inches at 30% of the chord, 

the chord length being 1.687 inches, as it is shown in Fig. 3. The 

shape of the upper surface is given by eleven points, whose x- and y-

coordinates are given in Table 1. No such points are necessary for the 

lower surface, since it is completely flat and serves as a reference 

line for the thickness distribution in Table 1. 

For reasons which will become clear later, the thickness of the 

blade has to be known at any point along the surface which means that a 

mathematical relationship is necessary to describe the shape of the 

upper surface. Clearly, such a relationship exists in the form of an 
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Fig. 2 

Cascade geometry 

SP 
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x 

1.687" 

Fig. 3 

Cross section of RAF-6 propeller section 

(For coordinates of surface points see TABLE 1) 

I-' 
N 
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x % Chord Thickness 

0.04218 0.025 0.07667 

0.08435 0.05 0.11033 

0.1687 0.1 0.14773 

0.3374 0.2 0.17765 

0.5061 0.3 0.187 

0.6748 0.4 0.18513 

0.8435 0.5 0.17765 

1.0122 0.6 0.16269 

1.1809 0.7 0.13838 

1.3496 0.8 0.10472 

1.5183 0.9 0.06545 

TABLE 1 

Blade thickness distribution of 
RAF-6 propeller section. 

(The coordinates of the base points listed above have 
been reported by the author of reference 3. The last 
value has been slightly changed for calculation of 
the interpolated surface points by means of a Lagrange 
polynomial as can be seen from the output in Appendix A) 
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interpolating polynomial which passes through the given base points 

and is obtained by a linear combination of monomials 

i = 0, 1, 2, •••• n 

p(x) 

i 
x where 

(6) 

[n] is called the degree of the polynomial and depends on the number of 

base points, where [n + 1] such points define uniquely a polynomial of 

the order of en]. 

After selection of such a polynomial, a procedure has to 

be established for computing the values of the coefficients a ••• a • 
o n 

The most obvious criterion for determining these coefficients is to 

require that 

p (x.) = f(x
i

) , (7) 
n ~ 

with f(x.) being the y-coordinates of the base points. Thus the 
~ 

polynomial must reproduce f(x.) exactly for the n + 1 arguments x = x .• 
~ ~ 

However it does not guarantee an accurate approximation of f(x) for 

arguments other than the base points. 

Two methods have currently been used to approximate mathematically 

the shape of the upper surface, a Lagrange interpolating polynomial and 

two cubics which were patched together at the point of maximum thick-

ness. To evaluate the two methods, the geometric assumption was made 

that points B and C in Fig. 3 are located both an equal distance [d] 

above the bottom line of the blade which agrees very well with the 

actual geometry. 
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In setting up the Lagrange interpolating polynomial, the two points 

Band C in addition to the eleven known base points from Table 1 were 

taken into account. Thus the polynomial takes the form: 

p(X) = f(Xl)(X
l 

)( ) ( ) - x2 xl - x3 ••• x. - x13 

+ .•.. 

Equation 8 has the big advantage that the coefficients are identical 

to the known y-coordinates of the 13 base points and hence must not be 

determined first, which would be a very tedious and lengthy task. Since 

so many base points are taken into account, the interpolated values 

from equation 8 are very accurate as compared to the real shape. On 

the other hand, equation 8 is rather complicated and requires a digi-

tal computer to solve it, if very lengthy hand calculations shall be 

avoided. This is especially true if first derivatives are derived 

from equation 8. Also, care must be taken that the base points 

themselves form a very smooth curve, otherwise the derivatives may 

increase without bound and equation 8 becomes unstable. 

No such difficulties are encountered if the blade surface is 

approximated by two third-order polynomials with the boundary condition 

that they both have the same derivative at the point of maximum 

thickness. To evaluate the four coefficients a
o 

••• a
3 

in equation 6, 

a system of four simultaneous algebraic equations has to be solved, 

which in turn requires that either four points or any combination of 
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points and derivatives are known. 

This procedure represents a very simple and fast method to obtain 

a mathematical representation of the blade surface and can easily be 

extended to include more than only two cubics, resulting in increasing 

accuracy of the interpolated values. With an approximation involving 

only two cubics an accuracy which is clearly inferior to the one 

obtained from equation 8 must be expected. The difference is shown 

in Table 2, where some interpolated values according to the two 

different methods are listed. How the accuracy of the blade shape 

approximation influences the potential flow solution will be shown in 

the discussion of the results. 

E. Method of Solution 

To solve the governing differential equation 5, a finite dif-

ference technique is employed. When using such a technique to 

solve a PDE (partial differential equation) such as Laplace's equation, 

a net'tvork of grid points is first established throughout the region of 

interest. The partial derivatives of the original PDE are then 

approximated by suitable finite-difference expressions and the ensuing 

finite difference equation, replacing the original PDE, is solved 

at a representative set of points in the flow field. 

Let the exact solution to the PDE be u = u(x,y) and let its 

approximation, to be determined at each grid point by the method of 

finite differences, be vi .• By making the grid spacings sufficiently 
,J 

small it is then hoped that [vj,j ] will become a sufficiently close 

approximation to lUi' J at any grid point (i, j). Hence, the purpose ,J 
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XB . 
asepo~nts Xlnterpo1ation YLagrange YCubic-fit YExact 

0.04218 0.07667 
0.07207 0.10191 0.07835 

0.08435 0.11033 
0.14414 0.13964 0.12027 

0.1687 0.14773 
0.28828 0.17174 0.16923 

0.3374 0.17765 
0.5045 0.187 0.187 

0.5061 0.187 
0.64864 0.18582 0.18463 

0.6748 0.18513 
0.79278 0.18052 0.17744 

0.8435 0.17765 
1.009 0.16306 0.15764 

1.0122 0.16269 
1.15314 0.14305 0.13847 

1.1809 0.13838 
1.29728 0.11601 0.11457 

1.3496 0.10472 
1.5135 0.06671 0.06986 

1.5183 0.06545 

TABLE 2 

Comparison between interpolated points. 
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of the finite difference approach is to seek an approximation to the 

original l?DE at every point, where the functional value is not 

already known. 

Under certain conditions the finite difference forms are conver

gent, meaning that the solution of the finite difference problem (in the 

absence of round-off errors) finally tends to the solution of the ori

ginal PDE as the grid spacings tend to O. 

There are two major problems arising from the finite difference 

technique. The first one is the large number of grid points needed 

to insure a good answer from this method, resulting in a large number 

of linear equations, which have to be solved simultaneously, and the 

second one arises from the curved boundaries) as this is the case 

especially for the current problem and its resulting irregular spacings. 

If the total number of interior grid points is en], we are left 

with a system of en] linear finite difference equations in the values 

vk ' where k = 1, 2 .•• (n]. This system can be written in the form 

A·v=b (9) 

where A is an [n x n] matrix determined by the coefficients of the 

finite difference expressions, and b is determined by the prescribed 

boundary values and the known terms in the differential equation. Thus, 

we are left with the problem of solving for the solution vector [v]. 

It can be shown that a solution to equation 9 exists and is unique, 

if and only if A is non-singular, as it has been discussed in 

references 5 and 6. However, even if we know that A is non-singular, 
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the size of the matrix becomes so large, due to the large number of 

grid points required, that the derivation of the inverse matrix A-I 

requires an excessive amount of calculations, quite apart from round-off 

error considerations. 

Furthermore, since five terms are the most that will appear on 

11 
the left hand side of each equation (see section Basic Finite Difference 

Forms') the coefficient matrix will contain a very high number of zero 

elements. Consequently, to work entirely in terms of matrices and to 

store all their elements, where a lot of them are zero, is extremely 

wasteful of computer storage. 

For these two reasons, it is much more convenient to employ a 

method of relaxation or iteration, the latter being used for the cur-

rent problem. Specifically, the method employed is a Gauss-Seidel 

iterative method, which is also known as the method of successive 

replacements. Its feature is that it assumes a set of initial values 

representing the 1. iteration towards solution. Thus, with a solution 

vector [v] initially as~umed, a second solution vector is obtained 

by solving the finite difference equation for each grid point again, 

and in this repetitive fashion it is hoped that after a certain number 

of iterations the solution vector has converged and reached a certain 

limit according to a convergence criterion to be established. 

The usual criterion of such an iteration convergence, say for the 

steady state, is one where the entire array occupied by the solution 

vector is checked for 

max. . 
l.,J I n+l n I 

Vi,j - Vi,j < e:. (10) 
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A relative error criterion would be 

max. . 
~,J 

n+l n 
v .. - v. '. 
~ ,J 1,] 

v .. 1,J 
< E (11) 

Values for E, as they can be found in the literature, have varied from 

-3 
E = 10 to E = 

from which it can be concluded that the whole problem of convergence 

depends highly on the particular problem and of course upon the mesh 

size chosen. 

F. Derivation of Basic Finite Difference Forms 

The basic finite difference expressions for partial derivatives can 

be obtained from several methods, as discussed for example in references 

5 and 7. The only two which have been employed for the current problem 

shall be briefly described here: 

a) Taylor series expansion 

A finite difference approximation to Laplace's equation at a 

nodal point in the grid system, depicted in Fig. 4, is needed. Since 

a solution for the stream function is sought, the unknown functional 

value is denoted by ~ [i,j] rather than by v[i,j]. Assuming that the 

grid is equally spaced around point [i,j] and that the stream function 

[~] has continuous first derivatives throughout the system, the 

function [~] may be expanded forward and backward into a Taylor series 

about point [i,j]. By so doing the corresponding values at the four 
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surrounding points 1 to 4 can be calculated from: 

1V3 = 1V + aljJ • 
i,j ax.. 

1.,J 

1 i1 . 
I1x + 2" 2 

ax i . ,J 

where HOT represents higher order terms 

1 a2
1JJ 

I1x + 2" 2 
ax .. 1.,J 

Subtracting equation 13 from 12 gives: 

1JJ3 - VJ l 
= 211x aVJ + HOT 

ax. j 1., 

From equation 14 the centered difference approximation for ~ is 

obtained as: 

2.t 
ax. . 1.,J 

= 
1 

211x 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

Since terms up to the second order derivative of [VJ] have been retained, 

equation (15) is said to be of second order accuracy. An analogous 

expression is obtained for the y-direction: 

QJ1! 
ay. j 1., 

= 1 
211y 

(16) 

Recalling definition 3, the velocity components in x- and y-direction 

at any nodal point [i,j], which is surrounded by four equally spaced 

points and shall be denoted as "regular star", can be determined from 

equations 15 and 16. 
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Denoting the two components by U and U , respectively, the following x y 

expressions are obtained: 

U 1 
[$4 - $2] = 

xi . 26y 
,J (17) 

U 1 
[$3 - $1] = - --

y. . 26x 
1.,J 

In much the same way the centered difference approximation for the 

first derivative in [$] was obtained, the centered difference analog 

for the second derivative in [$] can be determined. 

Adding equations 12, 13 yields: 

and from this: 

n 
2 ax .. 1.,J 

= 

= D 2 $ .. + 2 
1.,J ax 

i,j 

[$3 + $1 - 2 $ .. J 1.,J 

in analogous fashion: 

a2
ljJ 
2 ay .. 

1.,J 

1 = 2 [$4 + ~2 - 2 ~ .• ] 
6y 1.,J 

Both expressions are again of second order accuracy. 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

Inserting equations 19 and 20 into Laplace's equation 5, yields 

readily the finite difference approximation to this equation for a regu-

1ar star: 
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2 
where" lfJ .. = 0 and h = 6x = 8y. Equation 21 represents the well-

1,J 

known center point formula and is commonly written as: 

The same result is obtained if the following method is chosen: 

b) Polynomial representation 

(21) 

(22) 

It is assumed that the function lfJ can be represented by a poly-

nomial of a certain degree on a small interval around point [i,jJ. 

Given two additional function values at (i+l) and (i-I) for example 

the polynomial representation of [~] in the x direction is of second 

order,since generally (n+l) points define an n-th degree polynomial 

uniquely_ 

Thus: 2 
~(x) = a + bx + cx 

where x = 0 coincides with the point [i,j]. 

From equation 23 the corresponding values for [w] at the three 

points (i-I), (i) and (i+l) are easily obtained: 

w (i-I) = a - b 8x + c 8x
2 

tJJ (i) == a 

tJJ (i+l) = a + b 8x + C 8X
2 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 
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Adding equations 25 and 26, coefficient c becomes: 

c = ___ 1_ [$ (i+l) + $ (i-I) - 2$ (i)] 
2Ax2 

Subtracting 24 from 26 yields: 

[$ (i+l) - $ (i-I)] 

Differentiating equation 23 and evaluating at location [i] gives: 

a$ 
ax. 

1 

Hence: 

= [b + 2cx] 0 = b x= 

a$ 
ax. , 

1,J 
= 1 

2J.\x 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

in complete correspondence to equation 16. From equations 27 and 29 

follows: 

D 
2 

ax i,j 

= [$'+1 + $, 1 - 2 $.], 1 1- 1 
(31) 

which is in correspondence to equation 19. The derivatives in [w] for 

the y-direction are obtained in exactly the same way_ 

A higher degree polynomial representation could be used, resulting 

in more points around [i,j] to be taken into account. By this the 

approximation to Laplace's equation could be improved somewhat, 

especially in regions of rapidly changing solution. However poly-

nomial fittings become more and more sensitive with increasing order, 
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apart from the fact that the ensuing finite difference expressions 

become more and more complicated. Furthermore with high speed computers 

available, the grid spacing can be chosen sufficiently small, so that 

there is not necessity to employ polynomials of higher order. 

For these reasons only second order polynomial representation of 

the stream function at any grid point throughout the whole area of 

investigation is used for the current problem. 

The finite difference approximation to equation 5 for points like 

E in Fig. 4, whose surrounding points are partly boundary points (A, B 

and F) and partly interior points (2), is considered next. A point of 

the grid is said to be an interior point, if its four neighbors lie 

within the area of investigation or on the boundary C, as this is the 

case for point [i,j], but not outside C. All other points, lying within 

the area of investigation or on C, like point E for example, are called 

boundary points, and will be denoted together with their unequally 

spaced neighboring points "irregular star". Let the boundary conditions 

along C be of the Dirichlet type, that is, all along C the exact solu-

tion to Laplace's equation is known and remains fixed throughout the 

calculations. To obtain the finite difference approximation to V2
$ = 0 

at the boundary point E, the appropriate Taylor expansion is written 

and the unwanted derivatives are eliminated. 

+ 

2 (a /J.x) 
2 ! 

~ 
2 ay E 

+ HOT 

+ HOT (32) 

(33) 
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tPB = tPE + b~x ~ + 
(bl\x) 2 D + HOT (34) 

aXE 2! 2 
ax E 

tPF tP - ~x E.1 + l\x
2 a2tP 

+ HOT (35) = -2 E aXE 2! 
ax E 

Again the Taylor series is truncated after the second order derivatives 

and all higher order terms will be neglected. 

The elimination of ~~ and ~ then leads to the result: 

2 
[ 

tPA 
a (a+l) + b(b+l) 

tP tP ~ + _2_ + -.!... _ (1. + 1.) tPE 
a+l b+l b a 

(36) = 

Bearing in mind 2 then obtain for that V tP = 0, we tPE: 

2tPA 
+ 

2tPB 
+ 

2$2 
+ 

2W3 
a (a+l) b(b+l) b+l a+l (37) 

WE = 2 
+ 

2 
a 

From equation 37 the finite difference approximation for any irregular 

star point, like point F for example, can easily be derived. This is 

done by simply setting [b) equal to 1 and the ensuing expression takes 

on the following form: 

(38) 

By means of equations 22, 37, 38 the finite difference equation 

for any grid point not lying on the boundary itself, can be calculated. 

Since we are not only interested in obtaining a solution to the stream 

function equation, but also getting the velocity magnitude and direction 

at any grid point, it is necessary to solve equation 32, 33, 34, 35 
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for the first derivatives in the stream function [¢]. This is done 

by multiplying equation 33 by [a
2

] and subsequently subtracting equation 

32 from the latter. Thus, the second order derivative in (¢] can 

be eliminated and upon solving for ~ 
aYE 

the x-component of the velocity 

vector at point E takes on the form: 

2 2 
U 

a ¢2 - ¢A - ¢E [a -1] 
xE = (39) a[a+l] l:..y 

In the same way, the component in the y-direction is obtained as: 

(40) 
b[b+l]l:..x 

If the coefficients [a] and [b] are 1, equations 39, 40 become identical 

to equations l7,which describe the velocity components for a regular 

star. By means of equations 17, 39, 40 the velocity vectors and flow 

angles can be determined for any grid point once a solution for the 

stream function has been obtained, except for the points A, B, ••• 

which are identical with the blade surface C. Remembering that the 

velocities at these points, the blade surface velocities, are the 

primary goal of the current investigation, they deserve special 

attention. 

Blade Surface Velocities 

According to the definition of a boundary point, some of its 

neighboring points lie outside the flow field and hence are fictitious. 

Therefore the usual way of obtaining the velocity components by expand-

ing the stream function in opposite directions from the grid point for 
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which the velocity is sought cannot be applied and there is only one 

possibility left, namely to expand in only one direction out from the 

wall. However, this one-sided Taylor series expansion leaves us with 

the problem how to eliminate the second derivative in [~J, since no 

second equation exists for its determination. To overcome this problem, 

the second derivative has to be calculated seperately. To do this, a 

polynomial representation of ~ in a direction normal to the wall is 

used, as was done in the derivation of the basic finite difference 

forms. 

In correspondence to equation 23 a second order polynamial is 

fitted through the points A, E, 2 (see Fig. 4), which takes the form: 

The coefficient C can be determined from the boundary condition 
o 

(41) 

~(y = 0) = ~A' (42) 

where ~A is constant along the blade surface and assumed known. ~Vhen 

evaluating the stream function at the two points E and 2, a system of 

two algebraic equations is obtained from which the coefficient C2 can 

be determined. Further, from equation 41: 

d2~ 

~ y y 

(43) 

hence the second derivative in [~] at point A is known and can be 

plugged into the Taylor series expansion about the same point. The 

described procedure leads to the following results: 



= 

A 

2 
l1y 

and U [blade surface] = 
x 

30 

$E[l+a] - $A[l+a] 

al1y 

a [1J}2 - $A] 

(a+l) l1y 

Care must be taken when applying equation 45, because it might 

cause an instability, since information from point 2 is used, as 

(44) 

(45) 

discussed in reference 5. If this should be the case, a first order 

accurate expression for the surface velocities should be employed, 

obtained by simply omitting the second derivative in the Taylor series 

expansion. This expression takes the form: 

U [blade surface]
x 

(46) 

It will be the subject of the section "Discussion of Results' to show 

how much the surface velocities differ when calculated by equation 45 

and 46, respectively. 

G. Boundary Conditions 

The problem of solving Laplace's equation, which is elliptic in 

nature, constitutes a typical boundary value problem, having a time-

independent solution. As discussed in reference 5, these boundary 

conditions are immensely important, because they determine together 

with certain flow parameters how a flow pattern will look. The 

governing PDE alone contains very little information on $, since 

there exist many different solutions which satisfy the same differen-

tial equation. The unique solution of a PDE corresponding to a 
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physical problem therefore will only be obtained by the use of additional 

information arising from the specific physical situation, and this infor-

mation will be provided by corresponding boundary conditions. Hence, to 

arrive at a solution to this type of PDE proper boundary conditions have 

to be established all around the area of investigation. 

It is therefore not surprising that the specification of computa-

tional boundary conditions greatly affects the accuracy and convergence 

behavior of the solution and plays a decisive role in the numerical 

stability. Most of the boundary conditions given are either Dirichlet 

conditions, when specified function values are given along the boundary, 

or Neumann conditions, when the normal gradients to the boundary are 

specified. For the current problem the latter are not encountered and 

we have to concern ourselves with properly establishing Dirichlet 

conditions along the boundaries as they appear in Fig. 5, since at the 

outset for a given cascade flow problem generally only the blade 

geometry and the upstream velocity vector V. are known. 
1 

a) Location of boundaries 

Real boundaries of the flow field in the x-y plane are the suction 

side [BG] of the lower blade [L] and pressure side [GF] of upper blade 

[u], and the upstream and downstream boundaries AR, HA' and ED, DE', 

which 'are located any distance far enough from the blades to insure 

uniform flow conditions, where one to two chord lengths generally 

should be sufficient. If it is discovered that uniform flow does not 

exist at these stations, they must be adjusted to positions farther 
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removed from the blades. 

From symmetry considerations it can be concluded that the flow 

conditions along the remaining boundaries, which shall be denoted as 

quasi-boundaries, are cyclic with a period equal to the blade spacing 

[SP], so that a solution to the straight infinite cascade need be 

obtained only in a region that encloses the equivalent flow between 

two blades. The quasi-boundaries may have for this reason any reason-

able, continuous shape, provided they have everywhere the same spacing 

as the blades. 

However, it is convenient to select as the shape of these boundaries 

the incompressible stagnation streamlines for the case a = 0, as they 

are shown in Fig. 5. With the geometry of the boundaries fixed, the 

values of the stream function [~] are considered. 

b) ~-values along blade boundaries 

The values of [~] along the blade surfaces are constant, since the 

blade contour may be replaced by a streamline in potential flow theory. 

They may be determined from the following consideration: 

A simple differential control volume approach for the mass flow rate 

per unit depth between two adjacent streamlines gives: 

* (47) dM = pU dy - pU dx 
x Y 

* = p [a.p ~ dx ] or dM dy + (48) 
ay ax 

where the bracketed term is recognized as the total derivative in ~. 

* Hence dM = pd~ (49) 
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Integration of equation 49 along line [BG] readily yields: 

* M = p[W - W ] G B 
(50) 

* Thus M depends only on the difference of the stream function values 

between two streamlines. WithM* known from the upstream conditions 

and the boundary geometry, the stream function value along [GF] is 

determined as soon as any value for [W
B

] is chosen. It is convenient 

to render equation 50 dimensionless by dividing with the constant 

mass flow rate per unit depth. 

* i\fith M = pV SP, this gives: n 
(51) 

WG WB 1 w* * = or 1JJB 1 V -sp V -SP G 
(52) 

n n 

Thus the stream function value at the pressure side of the upper blade 

* is exactly one unit greater than [w] for the suction side of the lower 

blade. 

c) w-values along quasi boundaries 

Because the quasi boundaries enclose the equivalent flow between 

.* lower and upper blade, the values of [w] along [A'G] and [FE] are like-

wise one unit greater than their corresponding points between [AE] and 

[CE' ] • * Therefore the values of [W] along the upper quasi boundaries 

need not be calculated, being determined as soon as their corresponding 

values along the lower quasi boundaries are found. The values of [1JJ]* 

on these boundaries however are neither constant nor known and hence 

have to be calculated like any other values within the flow field, by 

including the grid points on AB and GEt in the iteration procedure. 
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To apply the finite difference approximations at these boundary points, 

it is necessary to know the stream function values along [A"'B']. 

For the same reason as described above, these values are just one unit 

less than their corresponding values along [AI' G'] and the same is 

true for the region behind the blades. 

In the numerical realization the chosen procedure to calculate 

the quasi boundary stream function values is accomplished by continu-

ously transferring them back and forth, where care has to be taken 

that the correct values are transferred to the correct points. 

d) $-values along upstream and downstream boundaries 

* The variation of [$] along upstream and downstream boundaries, 

Ali, HAl and ED, EtD, respectively, is linear because it was assumed 

that at these locations uniform flow conditions prevail. To determine 

* the difference in [$] between HA and ED a mass flow consideration for 

the triangles A, AI, Hand E, E', D is used. If the inflow angle a 

equals 0, the boundary HAt becomes streamline and for this reason 

(53) 

For positive flow angles a > 0 the mass flow balance in the triangle 

requires that 

* * ~H - ~A > I 

The same reasoning can be applied for the outflow triangle with the 

difference that for a > ° e 

(54) 

* * $ - ~ < I (55) E D 
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* For chosen inflow and outflow angles, a and a e , the two values ~~HA and 

* ~~ED remain constant throughout the whole iteration process. The 

stream function values for the points [A] and [E] however have to be 

included in the iterative procedure, hence their values change from 

one iterationstep to the next and with them in a fixed difference 

* * [~H] and [Wn]· 
* * ~ Finally with ~A' ~H and ~A determined at a particular iteration-

step, the stream function values along the corresponding boundaries 

are given from the mentioned linearity condition. 

H. Kutta Condition 

The basic content of the Kutta condition is that in the case of 

a sharp trailing edge the static pressure of suction and pressure 

surfaces must be equal at the trailing edge, which fixes the rearward 

stagnation point at the trailing edge. The numerical procedure 

applied to solve Laplace's equation requires that the downstream 

velocity vector has to be assumed initially. This assumption being 

somewhat arbitrary, the ensuing solution has to be checked for the 

Kutta condition. 

Since any reasonable assumption for the downstream flow angle 

leads ultimately to a potential flow solution, there should exist one 

solution, corresponding to one and only one exit flow angle for which 

the pressure distribution for suction and pressure sides come together 

at the trailing edge. In the numerical application this means that 
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one has to vary a until the Kutta condition is satisfied to a certain 
e 

degree of accuracy, to be specified. 



II. COMPUTER PROGRAM 

A. Structure of Program 

The computer program for calculating the potential flow in the 

straight cascade, described in detail in Section I, consists basically 

of two parts: 

a.) Main program 

b.) Subr~utine Blade 

A short description of both parts will be given here. 

Main program (Appendix A) 

In the first section of MAIN all the geometrical quantities needed 

for the subsequent calculations are specified. Based on these quanti

ties, the geometry of the grid system is determined by calculating the 

lengths of the segments AR, HA'and AB (Fig. 5). The very important 

quantity of the mash spacing DX is somewhat arbitrarily chosen by 

dividing HAl into 25 equal parts, one such part being the length of the 

mesh between two adjacent grid points. The mesh spacing in the y

direction is chosen equal to DX and the distance of the upstream loca

tion AH from the leading stagnation point B is fixed at a certain ratio 

to the chord length of the blade (RAABCH). In the remaining part the 

amount of horizontal and vertical mesh lines between points of the 

grid (referred to by the last two or three letters in the corresponding 

expressions) are calculated, as well as the total number of mesh lines 

in both x- and y-direction. 

In the second section, the grid system is initialized by assigning 

the value 0 to all nodal points throughout the area of investigation, 

38 
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except to the points A, A', Band G, which are assigned the values -1 

and 0, respectively, to thus enable calculation of boundary values. 

At the beginning of the third section subroutine BLADE is called, 

and with its geometrical information about the blade shape, the program 

carries out the numerical iteration within the lOOO-loop. It does this 

by splitting the whole region of the grid system into several parts and 

calculating through these single parts in a strictly downstream 

direction. The notation used to specify the corresponding loops is 

identical to that used in Fig. 5. The determination of the real bound

ary values are fixed for each iteration step, as indicated in the 

program. 

In the fourth section the program scans the entire array of grid 

points for the point with the largest difference in the current func

tion value and its corresponding previous one, following the convergence 

criterion described by equation 10. If it is subsequently found that 

the convergence criterion [EPS] is satisfied, the program switches to 

the fifth section, otherwise it executes another iteration step. 

Subroutine BLADE 

The purpose of this subroutine is to calculate the y-coordinates 

for the intersection points of the grid system with the blade surface 

by either employing a Lagrange interpolating polynomial or any other 

appropriate means, like the described method of fitting the shape of 

the blade by two cubics. Furthermore the distances DXD and DYDA for 

each boundary point along the blade surface are determined and returned 

to the main program. (DXD and DYDA correspond to b6x and a6y, 
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respectively, in Fig. 4.) 

B. Input 

The input parameters are represented by the following quantities: 

NBP 

x 
y 

CH 

RAM 

STGPY 

BLST 

NUB 

SP 

BETAI 

BETAO 

EPS 

NOUTP 

C. Output 

nwnber of given base points 

x-coordinates of given base points 

y-coordinates of given base points, describing the blade shape 

blade chord length 

radius of cylindrical surface, along which potential flow 
is calculated 

specification of leading and trailing stagnation points with 
respect to bottom line of blade (corresponds to d in Fig. 3) 

blade stagger angle 

number of blades per stage 

spacing of blades in circumferential direction 

angle of attack 

exit flow angle 

convergence criterion 

number of iteration steps after which a complete output is 
desired 

The output consists of: 

a.) Input parameters, specified in the first section 

b.) Coordinates of given base points' (thesis output) 

c.) Approximated blade shape by subroutine BLADE 

d.) Number of iteration steps required to obtain a converged solution 

e.) Dimensionless suction surface velocities! (thesis output) 

f.) Dimensionless pressure surface velocities. (thesis output) 
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In addition to this output the program provides the option of having 

the stream function values and the velocity vectors for every grid point 

printed out according to the parameter NOUTP, which specifies the 

number of iteration steps after which such an output is desired. If 

only output a) through f) is desired, NOUTP has to be specified as -1. 

D. Range of Application 

The current computer program possesses the ability to calculate 

the dimensionless potential flow velocity distribution for any straight, 

infinite cascade, whose blades have a flat bottom surface and an arbi

trary upper surface, which is properly described by at least thirteen 

base points if the Lagrange interpolating polynomial is employed and 

by at least five points if the method with the two cubics is used. 

In both cases the maximum blade thickness has to be known and in addi

tion, its x-location for the second case. Furthermore, it will yield a 

solution for arbitrary angles of attack and exit flow angles, provided 

they are assumed reasonably. 

The only restriction consists in the specification of the blade 

stagger angle, which has to be 65 degrees or greater, when used in 

connection with the current value for the spacing. This restriction 

is caused by the fact that the upper and lower blade in the cascade 

might be overlapping at the trailing edge of the latter, when other 

combinations of blade stagger angles and spacings are employed. In 

this case a small part of the program has to be rewritten, which would 

allow then for any stagger angle. 



III. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The numerical result of the potential flow solution about the 

specified cascade consists essentially of a non-dimensional velocity 

distribution along suction and pressure side of the blade profile. The 

surface velocities [V f ] are made dimensionless by dividing them sur ace 

with the upstream velocity V.. To compare the results and discuss the 
1 

influence of certain parameters, the velocity distributions plotted in 

Figs. 6, 7, 8 are all based on the same blade stagger angle and the 

same cascade geometry. Furthermore, the plots represent the solution 

obtained in each case after 4000 iteration steps, corresponding to a 

value for EPS between 2.5 x 10-7 and 10-6• 

The following three parameters have an immediate influence on the 

velocity distribution: 

a.) blade shape approximation 

b.) varying angles of attack and exit flow angles 

c.) first and second order accurate formulas for calculating 
V surface 

A. Blade shape approximation 

The influence of the approximation of the upper blade surface on 

the resulting velocity distribution can clearly be seen from Fig. 7. 

Two approximations have been applied, a Lagrange interpolating polyno-

mial and a cubic curve fit. From the two velocity distributions it 

can be concluded that the result is in good agreement for points lying 

behind about 30 percent up to about 90 percent of the chord length. 

The reason for this is the fact that the blade shape in front of the 

42 
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point of maximum thickness is only poorly approximated by the cubic 

curve, whereas the Lagrange polynomial is much more accurate in this 

region of rapidly changing blade shape. Behind the point of maximum 

thickness, which is located at 30 percent of the chord length, the 

slope of the surface only changes very slightly up to about 90 percent 

of the chord length and increases more rapidly as the trailing 

stagnation point is approached. 

Thus, the result follows exactly the expectations, according to 

which the Lagrange approximation is superior to the method of a cubic 

fit in regions where the shape of the blade changes rapidly and fur

nishes only a slightly better result for the remaining part of 

the blade. 

B. Varying angles of attack and exit flow angles 

Comparing Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, it is noticed that the point of 

peak velocity is shifted slightly to the left and that its value is 

slightly larger for the case of seven degrees angle of attack than 

for five degrees. This behavior corresponds to the general expecta

tion and is in agreement with experimental cascade and airfoil inves

tigations, as discussed in reference 9, for example. 

According to the chosen mesh size and the small radius for the 

blade curvature at the leading and trailing stagnation point, especially 

for the pressure side, the answer is somewhat vague at these two 

locations and has to be determined in a separate investigation not 

being dealt with at this point. However, from all three figures the 

tendency is clearly seen, according to which the velocity distribution 

dips sharply toward 0 when approaching the leading stagnation point, 
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in complete agreement to physical considerations. 

As discussed in the section ItKutta-Conditionli the velocity distribu

tions for suction and pressure side should come together at the trailing 

stagnation point. Since this point, however, is not calculated explic

itly, we require that the velocities approach each other reasonably well 

for the last intersection points on upper and lower surface. All 

three figures show this tendency for slightly different exit flow 

angles, depending upon the angle of attack. 

C. First and second order accurate surface velocities 

The numerical result of the application of a first and second order 

accurate formula to calculate the surface velocities is shown in Fig. 

6. Again it is noticed that in regions with a more rapid change in 

blade geometry the correspondence is somewhat worse than for the 

remaining part of the blade. Since the main difference between these 

two formulas consists in taking into account the second derivative of 

the stream function at the surface of the blade for the second order 

accurate equation, it is apparent that along the flat pressure surface 

no difference in the velocity values occurs at all. Thus, it can be 

concluded that employing a second order accurate formula improves the 

result only in a region with fast changing blade shape as this is the 

case around the leading and trailing stagnation point. 
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PART 2 

I. BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATION 

The flow of a viscous fluid through a cascade cannot yet be deter

mined in its general form since an exact solution to the governing 

Navier-Stokes equations has not yet appeared. On the other hand, it is 

well known that the presence of viscosity exerts a considerable influ

ence on the behavior of the cascade flow and that the performance of a 

cascade, loss and efficiency, is directly related to the viscous 

effects. Thus the determination of the viscous flow about two dimen

sional cascades is very important in the development of compressor and 

turbine flow theory and design. 

To overcome the problem of not having a general solution to the 

Navier-Stokes equations available, an approximating model to the real 

flow is created, assuming that the effects of viscosity are concen

trated in a thin strip adjacent to the blade surface called the boundary 

layer, and that the flow outside this narrow region is essentially 

inviscid and irrotational. With all the viscous effects confined to a 

thin layer along the blade surface, it is obvious that the boundary 

layer plays the decisive part in determining the actual flow character

istics of a cascade and the cascade losses and drag. Apart from this, 

the surface boundary layers, if grown thick enough, exert a consider

able influence on the surface pressure distribution as well as on the 

outlet angle characteristic of a cascade. 

If the boundary layer is very thin, the pressure distribution 

obtained from potential flow calculations in Part I is a good approxi-
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mation to the actual distribution, although it completely ignores vis

cosity. However, if the boundary layer thickens, the pressure distri

bution from potential flow considerations departs more and more from 

the actual one, due to the displacement effect of this layer. But even 

in this case the potential flow pressure distribution, as it was 

calculated in Part 1 and will serve now for the following boundary 

layer calculations, forms the basis for its prediction. 

It is evident, therefore, that knowledge of the boundary layer 

development on the blades is essential in predicting cascade behavior 

and in improving information gained from potential flow considerations. 



II. LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER 

As pointed out above, the viscous effects of a real fluid are con

fined to a narrow region at the surface of the blade. This approxi

mation to the real flow pattern becomes more and more accurate the 

higher the Reynolds number of the flow is, simply because the viscous 

stresses in the external flow become more and more negligible compared 

with inertia stresses and only reach the same order of magnitude as the 

latter in a thin boundary layer close to the surface of the blade. 

This point of view implies a great practical utility, in the sense that 

the flow pattern can be determined in two parts: 

a) the potential flow outside the boundary layer, where the in

viscid solution holds and 

b) the thin boundary layer, developing on the blade surface. 

It is obvious that the two regimes exert a certain influence on 

each other. However, for purely subsonic flow as it is assumed in 

dealing with this problem (see assumptions in part 1.), this influence 

only exists in an alteration of the effective boundaries of the poten

tial flow by the boundary layer displacement thickness and on the other 

hand, by a longitudinal pressure distribution impressed on the boundary 

layer which plays a controlling role in the behavior- and formation 

of the layer and which yields the boundary conditions (together with 

initial conditions) needed to solve the parabolic boundary layer differ

ential equations. 

For reasons described above the mutual influence between poten

tial and boundary layer flow can be taken into account in an iterative 

50 
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manner, in that a potential flow solution permits a certain boundary 

layer growth on the blade which then in turn displaces the solid 

boundary for the amount of its displacement thickness. In this manner 

the two flow patterns can be solved completely separated from each 

other and this has been done for the potential flow in Part 1 and will 

be carried out for the boundary layer in the following sections. 

A. Basic Equations 

The complete viscous flow about cascade sections is considered 

to be described by the equations of Navier-Stokes and the continuity 

equation. The Navier-Stokes equations, or momentum equations, are in 

their most general form highly· non-linear, second order differential 

equations, which exhibit elliptic behavior, and to which solutions have 

not yet been found in any but simple cases of laminar flow (Couette 

flow for example). 

The derivation of these equations is based on Newton's second 

law and shall not be subject of further description here. However, they 

can be found in any fluid dynamics book as for example in reference 9 

where the derivation is described in detail. 

For easy reference and since these equations ultimately lead to the 

boundary layer equations, they shall be written here, taking into 

account the following assumptions in consistence with Part 1: 

a) incompressible fluid 

b) 2-dimensional flow 

c) neglecting body forces 
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d. constant viscosity 

e. steady flow 

Under these assumptions the system of equations can be reduced to the 

following: 

x-direction: (1) 

y-direction: (2) 

Under the assumption made,the continuity equation is sufficient to 

determine together with equations 1 and 2, the three unknowns u, v 

and p. 

Continuity: au + = 0 ax ay (3) 

where [y] is taken as the direction normal to. the surface and [x] along 

the surface (Fig. 9). 

It will be noted that the viscosity v appears in equations 1 and 

2 only as a multiplicative factor of powers of velocity gradients. 

Hence, if the viscosity is small, and this is true especially for air, 

then in regions where the velocity gradients become small the 

omission of the last terms in 1 and 2 will be valid, thus confirming 

the fact that the flow field outside the blade boundary layer 

(external flow) may be determined by the inviscid flow solution. 

Despite the assumptions made, the resulting equations land 2 are 

still enormously complicated to solve, and further simplifications are 
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FIG. 9 

Boundary layer of an 
airfoil section. 
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necessary to come to grips mathematically with these equations. In 

this connection Prandtl showed how the Navier-Stokes equations could 

be simplified to yield approximate solutions for flows at high 

Reynolds numbers and of small viscosity. By assuming that the 

boundary layer is sufficiently thin and the curvature of the surface 

sufficiently small, which leads to the fact that the pressure gradient 

normal to the surface is negligible within the boundary layer, Prandtl 

succeeded in obtaining the following set of equations, known as the 

boundary layer equations: 

au au I an a2u u-+v-=--..::.Ji;..+v 
dX dy P dX dy2 

(4) 

(5) 

The great simplification achieved consists that the equation 

of motion normal to the wall has been dropped completely, thus reducing 

the numbers of unknowns by one, and by dropping the viscous term in 

the x-direction. Unfortunately, the non-linear character of the Navier-

Stokes equations could not be eliminated by all the simplifying assump-

tions and hence the boundary layer equations are still very difficult 

to solve, however feasible if one is willing to invest enough time and 

effort, and if an electronic computer is available. 

In most cases, however, and this is especially true for this case, 

one may not be interested in a solution of the boundary layer equations 

as accurate as one would obtain it by solving equations 4 and 5, but 

rather in a less accurate solution, which has the big advantage of 
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being relatively easy to apply, and hence of giving results in a 

reasonable amount of time. Accordingly, the lack of accuracy by 

applying an approximate method is outweighted by the advantages, 

such approximate solutions feature, especially in engineering appli-

cations, where the time required to obtain a solution to a given prob-

lem is often more important than a high accuracy of the solution. 

Such an approximate method can be devised if one does not insist 

on satisfying the governing differential equations for every fluid 

particle but rather in the average and over the boundary layer thickness 

as was done by Th. von Karman. This then leads to an integral con-

dition, the momentum integral equation, which will be the basis of the 

whole approximate method and for its derivation the reader is referred 

again to ref. [9], which gives a detailed description of this equation. 

The momentum integral equation for 2-D, incompressible, steady 

boundary layers can be written: 

dU 
e 

dx = 
T 

o 

U 2 
P e 

As long as no statement is made concerning T , equation 6 applies to 
o 

(6) 

laminar and turbulent boundary layers alike. The great simplification 

introduced by this method is obvious in that we are now concerned with 

solving an ordinary, first order, differential equation rather than a 

non-linear~ second order, partial differential equation. 

U is the velocity at the outer edge of the boundary layer and is 
e 

obtained from the potential flow solution about the cascade. 01 and 02 
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are the displacement and momentum thickness, respectively, and are 

defined in the following manner: 

h 
0
1 

. 
U = j [u - u(y)] dy e e (7) 

y=0 

U 2 
h 

°2 
. = 5 u(y) [u - u(y)] dy e e 

y=O 

Where the upper bound of the integral expression is taken outside the 

boundary layer, so that 

h> a (8) 

In the following section an approximate method based on equation 

6 shall be developed, so that it can be applied to the general problem 

of a two-dimensional, steady boundary layer with arbitrary pressure 

gradient. 

B. Approximate Integral Method 

In equation 6, all the unknown variables, 01' 02 and TO are 

functions of the unknown velocity distribution u(y) alone. This can 

be seen from equations 7 and 8. for the two boundary layer parameters 

and follows immediately for T from its definition, which holds in the 
o 

laminar case: 

T = 1J. o 
dU(Y) 

dy 
(9) 
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Thus to obtain a solution to 6, a suitable form for the velocity 

profile u(y) has to be assumed. This then allows calculation of the 

momentum and displacement thickness and the shearing stress at the 

wall. In this connection many solutions are possible, each are 

determined by a different assumption for the velocity profile u(y). 

c. Velocity Profile Assumption 

In choosing a suitable velocity function, it is necessary to take 

into consideration that the fluid adheres to the solid wall, the so-

called no-slip condition, hence for n = 0 the velocity u(n) must vanish, 

where n is the dimensionless distance to the wall. At the outer edge 

of the boundary layer it must be from continuity considerations, that 

u(n = 0) = U as can be seen from Fig.9. 
e 

This condition is generally 

known as the no-jump condition and includes that all derivatives of 

u(y = 0) become O. Furthermore, since the chosen velocity profile 

shall be applicable for arbitrary pressure distribution, it must admit 

the existence of a point of inflection, which is characteristic for 

these profiles in regions with adverse pressure gradients. Lastly, in 

order to be in a position to calculate the point of separation, the 

existence of a profile with zero gradient at the wall must also be 

possible, the separation criterion for laminar boundary layers being: 

T = 
o 

au 
~ay 

y = 0 
= 0 (10) 
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The idea used by Pohlhausen is to choose the dimensionless velocity 

distribution to be a polynomial of fourth order, satisfying same of 

the boundary conditions listed above. To be precise, in the determina-

tion of the coefficients only boundary conditions at the wall and at 

the outer edge of the boundary layer are taken into account. It is 

mostly because of this somewhat arbitrary choice as to which boundary 

conditions are satisfied, that Pohlhausen's method has its limitations 

especially in regions with rapidly accelerating flow and as separation 

is approached. The reason for this behavior lies in the fact that the 

velocity profile depends only upon the pressure gradient, which deter-

mines its curvature right at the wall, where 

!~ 
p dx • 

(11) 

However, no conditions are taken into account as for the shape between 

wall and outer edge. 

This disadvantage, which may lead to grave errors in predicting 

separation, can be removed by introducing a free parameter S, and by 

giving the dimensionless velocity distribution the following form: 

u 
U 

e 
= 

223 (2n - n ) + e(n - 2n + n ) (12) 
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D. Integral Equation for S 

Upon determining S by a second integral method, which yields a 

second differential equation in S and 02 analogous to equation 6, the 

shape of the profile does not depend any longer on the pressure 

gradient alone, and hence better results may be expected. To obtain 

a differential equation for S, any of the following methods may be 

used: 

1) Energy method 

2) Moment of momentum 

3) Strip-method 

Energy Method: 

In much the same way as the momentum integral equation 6 was 

obtained, K. Wieghardt deduced an energy integral equation for laminar 

boundary layers by multiplying the equation of motion by u, substi-

tuting for v from the continuity equation and integrating from y = 0 

to y = h> ,o(x). Again, reference is made to [9] for further 

details and only the result shall be written down here: 

d 
(Ue

303) 
00 

(du)2 = 2 • v • ) dy dx ay (13) 

0 

where 03 denotes the energy thickness defined by 

00 

U 3 C ~ u(U 2 2 - u ) dy e 3 e 
(14) 

0 

Upon writing out equation 13 and rendering the integral dimensionless, 
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the following expression is obtained 

2vU 2 a(~) 

U 3 
d0

3 2 dU 1 U 
+ 3 • U .~ • <5 

e 5 e . -- = e dx e dx 3 <5 a (y-) 0 
° 

Further algebraic manipulations lead to the expression 

dF2 
°2 dx 

where: 

F2 
°3 

=-
°2 

and 

+ 
d02 

F2 dx 

f (~) = 
U 

e 

a(~) 2 
U e dn 

3 
dU 2Fl V 

+ e 
U F202 dx U ·0 e e 2 

only 

2 

dn 

From 16 and 12 it can be seen that F2 is a function of the wanted 

parameter S,and hence its derivative, employing the chain rule: 

= 
dF2 dS 
dS dx 

d0
2 Finally by expressing dx with the momentum integral equation and 

(13a) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

expressing F 1 with equation 12., the following result will be obtained: 

° dS = 2 dx 
02 dUe 

Gl U dx + G2 e 

where the terms Gl and G2 are functions of S only. 

Hence the above equation is a first order, ordinary, differential 

(19) 

equation in two unknowns 02 and S and has exactly the same form as the 
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momentum integral equation 6, which can be written as follows: 

d0
2 --= 

dx 

dU 
e 

dx + 
O2 v 

[2 + 13] • "6 • u .0 
e 2 

The two equations 19 and 6a then form a system of two differential 

(6a) 

equations in two unknowns O2 and 13, which can easily be solved by any 

appropriate numerical method. 

Moment of Momentum: 

The only difference to the procedure just described consists in 

multiplying the equation of motion by y instead of u with subsequent 

integration over the boundary layer thickness. The ensuing differential 

equation for 13 has exactly the same form as 19 and the G-terms are 

functions of S again. 

Strip Method: 

The starting point for this procedure is again the equation of mo-

tion in the direction parallel to the wall, as this was the case for 

the two previous ones. However, the upper bound upon integrating 

equation 4 is smaller than the boundary layer thickness 0 and can 

assume any value between 0 and o. In addition to satisfying the equa-

tion of motion over the whole boundary layer thickness, it will also 

be satisfied over a certain strip of the layer. By employing the 

Bernoulli equation, we hence obtain from equation 4: 

Yl 
( [u au + v au ] dyo 
) ax ay 
o 

+ (20) 
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where the last term can be written as follows: 

dy = dy = 

By further employing the continuity equation 

v = - ~ 
o 

dU d 
ax y 

The strip integral equation takes on the following form: 

Yl Y1 dU T - T 

d 2 d Yl 
~ u dy - u ) udy = U e + dx Y1 dx Yl e dx p 
0 0 

(21) 

(22) 

0 

(23) 

Rendering the two integrals in equation 23 dimensionless by dividing 

through with U , and following the same steps as in the energy method, 
e 

the same equation as 19 is again obtained. 

Summary of Integral Nethods 

It has been shown that knowledge of the velocity distribution 

u(y) is necessary in order to be able to evaluate the momentum integral 

equation 6 and that accuracy in solving this equation is directly 

coupled with the kind of assumption chosen for the velocity profile. 

Generally speaking, there exist infinitely many solutions since infin-

itely many different velocity profiles can be assumed, however only a 

few have practical importance with all the others becoming too compli-

cated and their polynomial representation being of too high a degree to 

be applicable and feasible in an amount of time which is reasonable and 

consistent with the overall approximate method. Such a profile is 
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given by equation 12 and its shape parameter S subsequently can be 

determined from one of the methods shortly described on the previous 

pages. 

The result exists in a second differential equation in Sand °2 , 

which together with the basic equation 6 forms a system of two ordi-

nary, first order differential equations in the two unknowns, Sand °2-

The solution of this system directly yields the two functions Sex) and 

02(x), which in turn are sufficient to determine all the other quan

tities of interest, as the shape factor H12 and the wall shearing 

stress T. Hence, this system of differential equations represents the 
o 

complete solution to the problem of calculating laminar boundary layer 

development along the blade surface depicted in Fig. 9. 

Before any numerical method can be applied to solve the system, 

two more points need some more clarification. These points are: ' 

a) the G-functions 

b) initial conditions 

E. G-functions 

In the derivation of equation 19 we encountered the two terms G
l 

and G
2

, containing only quantities which are functions of a alone. 

Hence, G
I 

and G
2 

are functions of S alone as well, and this holds for 

any of the three methods described. However, the expressions for the 

G-functions are not identical for the three methods; for example, the 

following forms for the strip method can be derived: 



where: 

U l = U e 

Fl = 

F2 = 

T1l = 

°2 
"6 
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U l 02 
1 + F2 - U Fl I[ r (2 + e)] 

e 

(2n -
2 2 3 nl ) + e(n l - 2nl + n1 ) 1 

n 
L ~1 U -dn 
°2 0 u e 

° 

nl 2 
) (E-) dn 

°2 U 
0 e 

Yl 
r 0 < T1l < 1 

(24) 

(25) 

To determine for which value of e separation takes place, we recall the 

definition 10 and obtain: 



a~ 
u 

e 
an ; 0 

n = 0 

Plugging in 12 we readily obtain 

Sseparation ; -2 

65 

(26) 

(27) 

From physical considerations it follows that at the separation point ~! 

takes on a very large value (theoretically infinite), since the slope 

of the velocity profile tends to infinity at this point, as can be 

seen from Fig. 10. Bearing this in mind, it can be concluded from 

equation 19 that the two terms G
l 

and G
2 

have to take on very large 

values at the separation point as well, since all the other remaining 

quantities are finite. This holds for the G
l 

- and G2 - functions 

determined by any of the three methods,and therefore the l/Gl distrib

utions, corresponding to the three methods have to go through the same 

point S = -2 (Fig. 11). 

For increasing values of S, however, the values for l/Gl will 

differ from each other, the biggest difference occurring around S = 0, 

and they only will come together at S = 1, which represents the second 

singular point. The point S = 1 is attributed to a profile, which 

develops due to an highly accelerating flow (theoretically due to an 

infinite velocity gradient) as it occurs around the stagnation point 

of a blade. Therefore, S = 1 is the biggest value allowed and any 

value for S which is larger than 1 would be physically unreasonable. 

This fact is being taken into account, when the question is finally 
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s u[y] 

FIG. 10 

Velocity distribution in a boundary
layer with adverse pressure 

gradient at separation point S. 

PI = Point of inflexion. 

S G
1 

G2 

-1.999 253133.8 18333.3 
-1.5 219.6 12.1 
-1.0 116.5 3.3 
-0.5 85.3 -0.2 
0.0 76.1 -2.4 
0.5 91.6 -4.9 
0.9 298.8 -18.0 
1.0 -303604.1 18326.4 
1.1 -236.7 14.1 

TABLE 3 

G-function values 
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answered which distribution for G
l 

and G
Z 

shall be chosen to solve our 

differential equation system. 

From Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 it must be concluded that a good answer 

is certainly obtained if the four distributions are averaged by means of 

an interpolating polynomial. In creating this polynomial we recall 

that e is not allowed to get bigger than l.and hence, its derivative 

has to be negative, especially around + 1, or at most only a small 

positive number. Bearing this in mind and investigating equation 19, 

which shall here be written in a different form, 

o ~ = 
2 dx 

dU e 
dx 

+ (19a) 

it becomes apparent that if the first term on the right hand side is 

very large (as this is the case for highly accelerating flow) then the 

right hand side might become a large positive number when being divided 

by the term l/G
l

• That this is so can easily be seen from Table 3, 

(for e = 0.9, i. e.) where some of the values for G
l 

and G
Z

' co rrespond

ing to equations 24 and Z5, are tabulated. 

To prevent e from becoming too large, we let the term l/Gl take on 

the value + ~, if e approaches + 1. By so doing the acceleration term, 

even if very large, is balanced by the term GZ/G1 and the result is 

that the derivative in e is allowed to remain small. 

going to 0, if e approaches + 1, the function G2/G1 tends to - ~ ,at 

this point. 
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\ 
G-FUNCTION DISTRIBUTION 

1) Strip Integral Method (n
1 

= 0.3) 
2) Energy Method 
3) Moment of Momentum 
4) Strip Integral Method (n1 = 0.5) 
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With the following polynomials the two functions l/Gl and G2/G
l 

take 

on the shape of the dashed line in Figs.ll and 12. 

1 0.001 + 0.017 (~ + 2) 0.003 (S + 2)2 = G
l 1 - ~ 

(28) 

G2 0.001 0.064 (~ + 0.43) + 0.0078 (~ + 0.43)2 = Gl ~ - 1 
(29) 

In deriving equation 29, care has been taken that the G2/Gl function 

is universal and matches any solution, particularly the flat plate 

solution for which 

dS [flat plate] = 0 dx 

and 

dU e [flat plate] 0 dx (30) 

and hence from 19a: 
G2 [flat plate] 0 = Gl 

As for the terms G
3 

and G
4

, they are fixed by the momentum integral 

equation 6a and have the following forms: 

G
3 

= - (H12 + 2) 

o 
G4 = (2 + (3) f 

(31) 

(32) 

O
2 Since B12 in equation 30 and ~ in equation 31 are functions of 

S only, the system of differential equations 19 and 6a can be completely 
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solved with the information of equations (28-3l). However, to get 

started with a numerical procedure, some initial conditions have to 

be established as will be shown in the next section. 

F. Initial Conditions 

The starting point for the laminar boundary layer calculation over 

the blade surface is the stagnation point. It is therefore reasonable 

to assume that the flow around the stagnation point of the blade behaves 

like a real two-dimensional stagnation flow, provided that the leading 

edge is not sharp. If the blade had a cuspid edge, then this assumption 

would be misleading and should be replaced by the assumption that the 

flow develops like a flat plate flow, for example. Some way or another, 

however, an assumption has to be made as for the starting conditions, 

the two mentioned models being the most widely used. The reason lies 

in the fact that the differential equation system necessarily shows 

a singular behavior at the stagnation point and any attempt to solve it 

at this point would be unsuccessful. 

Since the blade profile along whose surfaces the boundary layer 

shall be determined shows a blunt leading edge, the stagnation flow 

approach is chosen. The solution to this type of flow is an exact one 

in that certain terms in the Navier-Stokes equations vanish in a natural 

way rather than being omitted since they might be outweighed by other 

terms. To choose this kind of approach is very convenient since first 

of all the solution is known and secondly because we may now start the 

boundary layer calculations a short distance away from the real stag-
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nation point, thus eliminating the problem of singularity at this point. 

It is furthermore one of the features of stagnation flow that its 

dimensionless velocity distribution and its boundary layer thickness 

are independent of the x-coordinate which means they do not vary along 

the wall, hence all velocity profiles are similar to each other. Mathe-

matically, we may express this by stating that 

dS [stagnation point] = 0 ·dx 

and (33) 

dQ
2 

[stagnation point] 0 = 
dx 

With these conditions the differential equation system can be written 

as follows: 

15 dU G
2 e \) 

= U dx G
l 

U
e
o

2 e 
(19b) 

G
4 \) 

= U dx G
3 

U
e
o2 e 

(6b) 

We obtain further: 

15 2 dU G2 e = 
\) dx G

l 
(34) 

and 

G4 
G

Z = G3 Gl 
(35) 
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Equations 34 and 35 yield the information needed to get started, inso-

far as the initial value for S is determined by the equality of the two 

ratios in 35, and the initial value for 02 by plugging G2/Gl into 

equation 34. 

The solution to equation 35 can easily be obtained on the computer, 

if the two ratios are expressed as functions of Stand S incremented 

in small steps. The point where these two functions cross each other 

is the wanted quantity and has the value 

Sinitial = 0.8715 (36) 

Hence 

f;' o • ~ 
2 'V 

initial 
0.2718 (37) 

The value for S. 't' 1 is dependent on how the G-functions were derived 
1n1 1a 

and is subject to a small variation corresponding to the method chosen. 

Finally, it is worth while mentioning that the value for 37 from 

the exact solution is 

~' 
o ~ 

2 'V 
exact 

= 0.292 

which would correspond to 

= - 0.0853 

(38) 

(39) 
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However, the ratio G
2

/G
1 

never reaches this value, the biggest one 

being around 0.074. The reason for this difference can be found in the 

assumption for the velocity profile, since with only one parameter a 

the profiles can be approximated only to a certain extent to the real 

case. 

The differential equation system is now feasible with the free 

stream velocity distribution known from the potential flow solution 

and the G-functions and initial conditions derived in the last and 

current section. 

From potential flow solution the free stream velocity distribution 

U is known for all surface points [K], [K+l] ••• where a vertical e 

mesh line I intersects the blade surface (see Fig. 13). To calculate 

the derivatives U' at these points along the surface with respect to 
e 

[x] the mean value theorem of differential calculus is used,which states 

that 

dU 
e 

dx 

* 

* [K +1] = 
U [K+2] - U [K+l] 

e e 
2 • 6x 

(40) 

Here K denotes a surface point, which must lie between K and K+2 and 

gets closer and closer to K+l where the derivative actually is sought, 

the less the points K and K+2 are apart from each other and the more 

the curvature of the surface between these two points remains equal. 

6x is the length of the surface segment between two correspondipg points. 

Equation 40 can be somewhat improved if the derivatives at inter-

mediate points are first calculated and subsequently averaged to yield 

the wanted quantity at [K+l]. Thus the final equation to calculate the 
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1+1 1+2 1+3 

__ , __ • _ f~ • ~STGPY 

DSU[K-1] ~ SI[K] 

FIG. 13 

Notation used in 
boundary-layer program., 
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velocity derivatives takes on the following form 

dU 
e 

dx 
* [K +1] 1 

2 

U [K+l] - U [K] 
e e 

~+l - ~ 

U [K+21 - U [K+l] e e + 
~+2 - ~+l 

(41) 

Equation 41 represents an approximation to the real value of U 
e 

at [K+l], which is however approximated very accurately since except 

for the first one o.r two vertical mesh lines the curvature of the blade 

surface is very small and the points relatively closely spaced. The 

denominator in equation 41 is also obtained by an approximation inas-

much the blade segments are replaced by two straight line chords. 

Since the result of the potential flow solution is obtained in 

form of dimensionless ve19cities with respect to the upstream velocity 

Uoo ' it is convenient to perform all calculations in dimensionless 

notation, where the blade surface coordinate [x] divided by the surface 

length [s] represents the dimensionless surface length. The following 

notation will be used: 

U * e 

x* 

= 

= 

U 
e 

U 
00 

x 
s 

0*= 2 

(42) 
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G. Dimensionless Notation 

The differential equation system, made dimensionless with the 

transformations 42, can now be written in the following way: 

* * 
1 * de °2 dU 

G2 [ v ~:] e + s 
°2 --* = ~ 

. -
G1 * G1 Uoo·s °2 dx U dx e 

(43) 
* * * d02 °2 dU 

G4 [ v ~:] =-- e + s 
* G

3 * * G3 Uoo·s °2 dx U dx e 

v 
The term U .s is recognized as a Reynolds number based on the 

00 

surface length [s] and the upstream velocity Uoo • It is therefore con-

venient to introduce a further transformation, which involves the 

Reynolds number 

= (44) 

With this transformation the bracketed terms can be written as 

1 *-1 
(45) ** u 

°2 

and the system 43 appears now in its final form: 

** * 
1 d0 2 ** *-1 G4 1 *-1 

= °2 U + U 
G

3 * e G3 ** e 
dx dx °2 

* (43a) 

1 ** da ** dU *-1 G
2 1 *-1 e 

°2 = °2 U + U G1 * --*- Gl 
~ 

dx dx e 
°2 

e 
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Finally it remains to relate expression 44 to 37, which readily 

yields: 

= 

or 

1+
, 

° ~ 2 v 

0.2718 

~ 1. • U", I 

S U' 
e 

~'-l 
• U e 

The system 43a is thus completely determined and its solution 

(46) 

* * consists of the dimensionless boundary layer parameters 02 ' 01 ' H12 , 

S and the quantity we are most interested in, the wall shearing stress 

in its dimensionless form 

T 
o 

U 2 
P e 

= 
IRe 

s 
= 

which yields the information for separation. 

(47) 

In the following last section it shall be outlined briefly which 

numerical method has been applied to solve the system 43a. 

H. Numerical Method for Solving the System of Differential Equations 

In carrying out the calculations, the improved Euler Method has 

been applied, which is a Predictor - Corrector Method. Once a solution 

for 43aat a certain point [n] is obtained, the solution at point 

[n+l], which is located one stepsize in the downstream direction, is 

firstly approximated by taking the derivative at [n]. With the pre-
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dieted value at [n+1], the derivative at this point can be calculated 

from 43a and subsequently averaged with the known derivative at [nJ. 

With the corrected derivative the final values at [n+1] are determined 

from the known solution at en]. 

The applied method is also known as a second order Runge-Kutta 

Method and can be considered accurate enough for the described type of 

calculations, provided the stepsize is not chosen too large. 



III. TRANSITION 

In the usual range of Reynolds number and free stream turbulence 

of conventional cascades and compressors, the boundary layer is 

laminar over the forward portion of the blade profile and turbulent 

over the rearward portion of the blade, leaving a region between these 

two regimes where the flow undergoes transition from one regime into 

another. Thus transition takes place over a certain interval, whose 

location together with the nature of transition flow is significant in 

determining the magnitude of the reSUlting wake and thus for the entire 

loss in total pressure and hence the decrease in overall efficiency. 

Despite the great importance which is attributed to transition, 

the exact location and conditions under which it takes place are not 

yet reliably predictable, this still being the major difficulty remain

ing in the computations of blade boundary layers. Therefore, until 

enough well-founded, general criteria are available, theoretical 

boundary layer calculations will have to concern themselves with a 

range of possible and approximated transition point locations. 

In the course of the intensive research which has' been carried out 

during the last couple of decades to clarify and explain theoretically 

the process of transition, certain facts on what causes transition 

and by which parameters it is affected have become quite clear. So it 

is agreed that transition in a boundary layer on a solid body, for 

example, is affected among other things by: 
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a) the longitudinal pressure distribution in the external flow, 

which plays a decisive role in controlling the growth of the 

layer 

b) the wall roughness or smoothness 

c) the intensity of turbulence in the free stream 

The theoretical investigations are now based on the assumption 

that due to point (b) and (c) mainly, small disturbances are created 

which in turn affect the laminar flow. The decisive question now left 

to be answered is whether these disturbances superimposed upon the mean 

flow increase or die out with time. If they decay with time, then the 

flow is considered to be stable, otherwise unstable and a possibility 

exists of transition to a turbulent pattern. Thus a stability theory 

has been created whose object is to predict a critical Reynolds number 

above which transition into a turbulent flow pattern occurs. Much work 

has been done on the mathematics of this theory, which led in certain 

cases to very satisfactory results and which generally speaking can be 

considered as a good method to predict the location of the instability 

point. It is certainly suitable to apply this theory in consistence 

with the approximate character of the boundary layer calculations, even 

if the question of what happens after the point of instability until the 

flow becomes fully turbulent remains completely unanswered. 

It would be far beyond the scope of this thesis to go further into 

details of the rather complex stability theory whose results are being 

applied to locate the point of instability for the blade profile bound

ary layer calculations in the next section. Reference is made at this 
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point to two volumes, which rather thoroughly deal with the problem of 

transition and give a good survey concerning the whole problem [ref. 

9, 11]. 

A. Determination of the Point of Instability 

In the last section it has been stated that the pressure gradient 

in the external flow has a great influence on stability of the boundary 

layer and hence on transition. In terms of the stability theory this 

can be expressed by the local limit of stability or critical Reynolds 

number 

Re = cr v (48) 
cr 

which under these circumstances is very high and lies above the corre-

sponding local Reynolds number 

= (49) 

Thus, the boundary layer can be considered to be stable. 

On the other hand, further downstream, where the rate of pressure 

decrease becomes smaller and subsequently turns into an adverse pres-

sure gradient, the local limit of stability decreases as well and 

finally reaches the point where it becomes equal to the local Reynolds 

number. This point is called the point of instability and from that 

point onward the boundary layer is unstable. 
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The instability point is determined by means of equations 48 and 

49, making the simplifying assumption that once the instability point 

has been foun~, it represents the whole transition interval and that 

turbulent boundary layer calculations start at this point. There is no 

doubt that this assumption is rather severe and may lead to results 

which are not in very good agreement to experimental results. However, 

as it has been pointed out in the last section, we are more or less 

limited to this approach until a reliable theory is available dealing 

with the entire range of transition, and not restricting intself to 

some distinctive cases, as zero wall roughness or zero level of 

turbulence in the free stream. 

In determining the point of instability for a body with arbitrary 

shape, we recall the influence of the external pressure gradient on the 

curvature of the velocity profiles and hence stated differently, we 

may say, that the local limit of stability is strongly dependent on the 

shape of the velocity profile at the corresponding section of the blade 

surface. With markedly different velocity profiles, due to a rapidly 

changing pressure gradient from each point to the next along the sur-

face of the blade, the critical Reynolds number takes on different 

values as well from point to point, thus forming a curve, which shows 

the dependence of Re on the velocity profiles in the downstream 
cr 

direction. 

To create such a curve the stability theory had to be applied to 

each different velocity profile, the necessary information taken from a 

previous boundary layer and potential flow calculation. This however, 
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is not any easy task and is omitted at this point. Instead,use is made 

of results which have been obtained by H. Schlichting and A. Ulrich, 

when they calculated the limits of stability for laminar velocity pro-

files of Pollhausen type, whose shape is determined by the dimension-

less shape factor 

A = v dx 
(50) 

The resulting curve as a function of A has been condensed from reference 

9 and is shown in Fig. 14. 

Since the shape of this curve is based on the shape factor A 

rather than on the shape factor B, which has been determined 

by the laminar boundary layer calculation, the curve in Fig. 14 has to 

be adjusted somewhat, if being used for the point of instability calcu-

lation applied to our case. The way this is done is to require that 

S be equal A/6 to get agreement in the different separation criteria. 

Furthermore, it is convenient to base the critical Reynolds number on 

02 rather than on 01' as this is the case in Fig. 14. However the shape 

of the instability curve remains the same. 

To obtain the particular curve for our case, Schlichting's curve 

is approximated by a polynomial which is then shifted, so that the 

criterion for flat plate transition 

Reo [flat plate] ~ 375 
2 

is approximately satisfied. 

(51) 
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Critical Reynolds number 
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as a function of the 
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In this way the transition criterion, used to locate the transition 

point in our particular case, takes on the following form: 

In Reo [crit.] ~ 6.0 + 3 • (S + 0.33) - 0.5 • (S + 0.33)3 (52) 
2 

Once again it has to be emphasized that the whole transition 

method is rather empirical and approximate and has to be checked by 

results obtained from the experiment. If it is found subsequently 

that agreement is not very good, equation 52 can be adjusted by changing 

the first term on the right hand side slightly, which causes the point 

of instability to move towards a lower critical Reynolds number if 

this term is lowered somewhat. However, before comparing the result of 

equation 52 with that obtained from the experiment, it is advised to 

calculate first the turbulent part of the boundary layer, whose initial 

values are taken from laminar calculations at the point where equation 

52 shows transition together with a suitable assumption for the shape 

factor R12 - If it is subsequently found that changing equation 51 has 

only a slight influence as for turbulent separation and the boundary 

layer thickness, the first term on the right hand side is preferably 

chosen so that the ensuing point of instability location corresponds 

about to the general fact that this point on the suction side lies 

behind the point of minimum pressure and closes up towards it the more 

the angle of incidence is increased. Thus by combining equation Sl with 

experimental results and at the same time by observing its influence on 

the turbulent boundary layer, a good approximation to locating the point 

of instability can be found. 



IV. TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER 

For the following reasons it is more difficult to treat the tur

bulent boundary layer than the laminar layer: 

a) The turbulent flow pattern is more complex than laminar flow 

and changes completely close to the solid surface. 

(laminar sublayer). 

This has to be taken into account, when assuming a suitable 

velocity profile. 

b) The shear stress is not given as a simple function of the 

velocity distribution, except in the laminar sublayer. 

c) The proper value of the shape factor Hl2 or 02 at the point 

of transition is not given. 

The problem arising from c) is solved by assuming 02 as the value 

obtained from laminar calculations at the point of transition and Hl2 

as the value the shape factor takes on at the end of theficticious 

transition interval. 

Points a) and b) are taken into account in the method of solution, 

which is basically a strip integral method to calculate the development 

of turbulent boundary layer by dividing the layer into two or more 

strips and satisfying an integral of the momentum equation for each 

strip. The turbulent velocity profiles are.approximated by using the 

logarithmic wall law and a polynomial which results in a two parametric 

notation. The turbulent shear stress between the strips is related to 

the velocity profile by a single eddy viscosity hypothesis based on 

constant pressure boundary layers. 
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The whole method is described in detail in a paper published by 

H. L. Moses [ref. 10] to which reference is made, and will not be dealt 

with further at this point. 



V. COMPUTER PROGRAM 

A. Structure of Program 

The computer program for calculating the boundary layer development 

over the blade profile for which the potential .flow velocity distribu

tion has been obtained in Part I is basically segmented into two 

sections: 

a.) Laminar boundary layer 

b.) Turbulent boundary layer 

and four subroutines: 

a.) Subroutine XINIT 

b. ) Subroutine DER 

c.) Subroutine PRIN 

d.) Subroutine LENGTH 

The first three subroutines are exclusively called by the turbulent 

boundary layer program, whereas the results from suhroutine LENGTH serve 

for calculating the laminar as well as the turbulent part. A short 

description of the two sections will be given here. 

Laminar boundary layer 

In order that the numerical procedure to calculate the laminar 

boundary layer can be executed, information about the blade geometry 

and the free stream velocity distribution along the blade contour is 

needed. This information is furnished by subroutine LENGTH and the 

dimensionless velocity distribution, whose values are taken from a 

previous potential flow calculation. Since the number of such velocity 

values available is by far lower than the number of steps to be carried 
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out, the velocity distribution has to be interpolated, which is done in 

a strictly linear fashion. 

At the end of the part in which the numerical method to solve for 

the laminar boundary layer is applied, the transition criterion is 

examined and depending upon its result, the program switches to the 

turbulent boundary layer calculation or executes another step, if in 

turn the laminar separation criterion has not yet been satisfied. If 

it should happen that laminar separation occurs prior to the satisfac

tion of the transition criterion, the output shows explicitly the 

laminar separation point. Otherwise the last values in the output are 

attributed to transition and serve as initial values for the turbulent 

boundary layer calculation. 

In carrying out the turbulent calculation the interpolated velocity 

distribution and the interpolated step size lengths are used in the 

same ltJay as they have been for the laminar calculation. The derivatives 

and coefficients appearing in the system of differential equations (see 

reference 10) are calculated in subroutine DER, whereas the output is 

specified in subroutine PRIN. 

Subroutine LENGTH 

This subroutine is, in its first part, identical to subroutine 

BLADE, described in the potential flow program and yields accordingly 

the approximated blade geometry by either employing a Lagrange inter

polating polynomial or a cubic curve fit. Which of the two methods 

must be applied depends on which of the two methods the potential flow 

distribution is based. It is essential that the velocity distribution 
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and the subroutine LENGTH correspond to each other. 

B. Input 

The following input parameters remain the same regardless of which 

method is used to approximate the blade shape. 

STGPY 

CH 

DX 

NSTEP 

UINF 

NU 

UST(I) 

distance of leading and trailing edge above the 
bottom surface of the blade 

blade chord length 

horizontal distance between two surface points for 
which the velocities are given (corresponds to mesh 
size in the potential flow program) 

number of segments into which DX/2 is divided 

dimensional upstream velocity (inches/sec) 

kinematic viscosity of working fluid (inches
2
/sec) 

dimensionless velocity distribution 

Depending upon the blade surface approximation, the coordinates X 

and Y of the base points, whose amount is specified by NBP, are read in 

at the beginning of the main program, if the Lagrange interpolating 

polynomial is employed or on the other hand specified in subroutine 

LENGTH. In the latter case the following notation is used. 

XTHM x-coordinate at point of maximum thickness 

YTHM maximum blade thickness minus STGPY 

X3 x-coordinate of an arbitrary point between leading 
stagnation point and point of maximum thickness 

Y3 corresponding blade thickness minus STGPY 
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X6 x-coordinate of an arbitrary point between point of 
maximum thickness and trailing stagnation point 

Y6 corresponding blade thickness minus STGPY 

X7 x-coordinate of trailing stagnation point 

c. Output 

The numerical output is divided into a printout for the laminar 

boundary layer parameters and the turbulent parameters. The abbrevia-

tions used to title the columns are: 

x 

u 

BETA 

RTHETA 

H 

DELTA 

Dl 

THETA 

CF 

x-coordinate measured along blade surface 

freestream velocity 

velocity profile parameter (does not appear in sample 
output for thesis) 

Reynolds number based on momentum thickness 

shape factor 01/02 

boundary layer thickness 

displacement thickness (does not appear in sample 
output for thesis) 

momentum thickness 

local friction coefficient 



VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Two complete boundary layer distributions over the blade surface 

for which the free-stream velocity distribution has been determined in 

Part 1 are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. Both distributions have been 

calculated from a velocity distribution based on a cubic fit approxi-

mation for the blade surface. The basic parameter is the angle of 

attack, which has been set at 5° and 7°, respectively. The ensuing 

distributions are all based on the same assumption for the upstream 

ft 
velocity, V. = 200 [---], and for the kinematic viscosity the corre-

1 sec 

sponding value for air has been used. 

The following information can be condensed from the two figures: 

Boundary layer thickness: The difference in the angle of attack has 

virtually no influence on the laminar boundary layer thickness, the 

distance over which it stretches being too small and the layer too thin 

for a difference to be felt. The same is true for the beginning of 

the turbulent boundary layer and it is only for the second half of the 

surface that a certain difference in the two thickness distributions is 

visible. As the trailing stagnation point is approached, however, the 

difference in [0] becomes large, from which it may be concluded, that 

the turbulent boundary layer for a = 7° separates, whereas the layer 

attributed to a = 5° is only near separation. Since the potential flow 

velocity distribution around the rearward stagnation point is somewhat 

undetermined, the boundary layer calculation could not be carried 

completely to point E, which is identical to the trailing stagnation 
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point. Nevertheless the tendency to separate is clearly visible from 

both figures. 

Transition point: Although there is virtually no difference in 

the two thickness distributions in the laminar part, a clear distinction 

for the transition point location is apparent, and the result is that 

with increasing angle of attack the transition point moves closer to the 

point of peak velocity. This fact and the earlier separation point 

for higher angles of attack is in complete correspondence to the phys

ical situation. 

Shape factor distribution: The fact that the calculated separation 

of the turbulent boundary layer for a, = r probably occurs at x:::: 1.67 

[inches] or:::: 96% of the total surface length is verified by both the 

shape factor distribution which tends to infinity and the skin friction 

distribution which sharply dips toward 0 at this point as can be seen 

from Fig. 16. For a, = SOt both distributions in Fig. 16 indicate the 

conclusion that turbulent separation is imminent in that an extrapo

lation of the two curves would show the same behavior as the corres

ponding curves for a, = 7°. 

In calculating the skin friction distribution for the turbulent 

boundary layer, the initial value at transition point does not corres

pond exactly to the value one would obtain from the laminar calculation 

but has been raised artificially to 0.005 to prevent the turbulent 

boundary layer from showing separation immediately. This has been 

indicated by the interrupted lines above points A and B in Fig. 16. It 

has been found that setting CF more or less randomly at the mentioned 
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value has virtually no influence on the distribution further downstream 

and on a possible separation location. 

There remains the question of how the rather approximate transition 

criterion affects the turbulent boundary layer. In this connection it 

can be said that even if the criterion has an obvious effect on the 

location of the point of instability, it does only have a very slight 

one on the momentum thickness around the separation point and thus it may 

may be concluded that a drag and loss calculation based on the boundary 

layer development would not be affected significantly by the transition 

criterion. 

In conclusion, it must be remarked that the whole boundary layer 

calculation is based on the theoretical assumptions that the surface 

of the blade is smooth and that the level of turbulence in the free 

stream is low. Both assumptions might not agree very well with the 

actual situation, and therefore care must be taken when comparing the 

above results with a possible experimental work on the blade boundary 

layer. However, it is expected that the results of the current calcu

lation will be helpful and may serve as a good reference to compare 

with experimental results. 

To complete the discussion, the effect of some of the parameters 

on the transition point location and the turbulent boundary layer far 

downstream shall be placed together and shown on the next page. The 

notation herein used is: 

C Cubic fit 

L Lagrange interpolating polynomial 
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1 RS = 6.+ ... (transition criterion) 

2 RS = 5.+ ... (transition criterion) 

RS In (Reo ) 
2 

S Shows separation explicitly at x = ••• % of surface length 



fuLg1e of at tack 
SO 7° 

Blade shape C C L L L C C 
approximation 

Upstream f 200 200 200 I 200 200 200 400 
velocity [_t] 

sec 

Transition 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 
criterion 

Transition point 24.1 21.5 18.1 16.9 14.8 23.0 21.9 
Location 1.0 

0"1 
% surface length 

Momentum 0.806 0.785 1.06 1.12 1.11 0.883 
thickness in 
% surface length 96% 96% 95.8 94% 96% 96% 
at x = % [s] 

s s 
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IX. CONCLUSIONS 

A blade-to-blade computer program, using the method of finite 

differences has been written to calculate the velocity distributions 

on the rotor blade of an axial-flow compressor. The shape of the blade 

has been approximated in two different ways employing a rather elaborate 

method and one whose primary goal was simplicity. The ensuing velocity 

distributions were compared and can be judged to be satisfactory in 

that they follow the expectations and show a reasonable behavior, even 

close to the leading and trailing stagnation point. The latter fact 

represents an improvement to results obtained from a previous work 

[ref. 3], however the calculations still need to be confirmed by the 

experiment. 

In the second part of this thesis, following a recommendation of 

reference 3, the blade boundary layer effects have been calculated from 

the velocity distributions of the first part. Considering certain 

assumptions, these r~sults also may be judged as satisfactory and the 

rather important conclusion may be drawn that turbulent separation, if 

it occurs at all, takes place close to the rear stagnation point of the 

blade for the applied range of upstream velocities. Another conclusion 

may be drawn from the displacement thickness distribution in that the 

low values would not affect greatly the potential flow calculation and 

hence an iterative procedure between the potential flow field and the 

blade boundary layer should converge rapidly. The results from the 

second part also require a confirmation by the experiment. 
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X. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The results achieved in this investigation strongly recommend a 

continuation and further improvements of the work thus far accomplished. 

Improvements can be applied mainly for the potential flow calculation 

consisting of: 

a) Increase of accuracy by choosing a more closely spaced 
grid system. 

b) Special investigation around the two stagnation points. 

c) Extending the program to include arbitrary blade stagger 
angles. 

As for the blade boundary layer, an improvement over the current results 

can be obtained by taking into account: 

a) wall roughness 

b) free stream turbulence 

c) a better method of locating the transition region 

d) extending the program to include the pressure surface 
boundary layer 

A continuation of the current investigation should be directed towards 

the following points: 

a) Combination of potential flow and boundary layer calculations 
in an iterative manner. 

b) Approximation of the wake flow after separation. 
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APPENDIX A 

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING 

THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL, INCOMPRESSIBLE. 

POTENTIAL FLOW IN A STRAIGHT, INFINITE CASCADE 
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NOUTP=-l 
EPS=1.E-03 
BETAI=5. 
B2TAIR=(PI/18L.)*BETAI 
BETAO=2. 
BETAOR=(PI/180.)*BETAO 

GEOMETRY CF GPID SYSTE~ 

AH=SP*SI~(PI/2.-BlSTR) 

HAl=SP*CJS(PI/2.-BlSTRl 
DX=H.o.I/Z5. 
DY=OX 
SPN=48. 
Ab=SPN*DX 
RAABCH=Ad/CH 

C NUMB~P CF ~ESHlINES 

C 
C V!:::l{ TICAL r;tESHL INES 
C 

I-' 
o 
VI 



c 

~VMAb=SPN+l. 

NVMA l=NVVAE-l 
~VMA~2=NV~AB+l 

~VMBG=HAI/DX 

~VMHAl=~V~BG+l 

hVMHA2=~VMhAl+l 

NVMAG=NVMAB+NVMBG 
NVMAGZ NVMAG-l 
~VMAGl=NVMAG+l 

lV=CH/DX 
Zl=AINT(ZV}*DX 
IF(Zl.EQ.CH) ZV=ZV-l. 
~'Vt., Be= z v 
~VMAC=NV~BC+NVMAb 

If(NVMAC.GE.NVMA0) WRITE(6,13C) NVAAC,NVMAG 
130 FO~MAT(5Xt6HNVM~C=,IIO,6HNVMAG=,llO,26HPROGRAM H4S TO SE ~ODIFIED 

$//) 
IF(NVMAC.GE.~VMAG) GO TO 99 
i\V Yl/"C l=NVr-1AC+ 1 
NVMGFl=NVNBG 
i\ Vi'1 F 1 E. = ~·~V 14 A 0-1 

VMAF=NVMAG+NVMBC 
t. V;·iAF 1 =NVHAF + 1 
f-.: V r·, A::: 1 = ~ .. V j ~ t. F + 1 0 
r; V i'\ At: 2 = i \j V r l 14 E 1 + 1 
i'l V ,1 A2 3= 1;·~vr1A f: 1-1 
T Of .. V;·j=t\vr·1AE 1 +l\V fJ.bG 
T L r J V :.~ 1 = T C i~ V J1.1- 1 
T (; i~ V i '12. = T C j" \J ,..~- 2 

C bCRIZLNTAL M~SHLINES 
C 

r
o 
0\ 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

HNHAH=AH/DY 
idil4 AH= HNt'1 AH 
TGNHI'1=t~HMAH+4 
TGNH1'~ l=TOriHN-l 
T 01\H;1;2=TCr~HM-2 
T Of'~Hr13=T C NHi"i2-1 
CYIRR=AH-(AINT(HNMAH)*OY) 
DYIRR1=DYIRR-STGPV 
IF(QYlfR.EQ.DY) TC~HM=NHMAH+3 

~:AT 10=D), IRR lOY 
OT= OX/ DY I RR 
R~rIOl=(UYIRk-STGPY)/DY 

SECOND SECTION 

INITIALIZATION UF GRID SYSTEM 

DO 550 I=2,TONVM 
DO 550 J=l,TONHM 
F(I,JJ=O. 
FR(I.,J) O. 

550 CONTINUE 
DIF=l. 
TG3I=SIN(BE1AI~)/COS(BETAIR) 

T GB u= S I f\~ { BET A (! ~',) I CO 5 ( B i: TAO R ) 
DD1=hA1*TGBO 
(:'U=AH 
[D1=OD1+ED 
DCOSTl=t:D/EDl 
HH1=HA1;~TG81 

hMl=AH-HHl 

l-' 
o 
-..J 



c 

[COST2=AH/AHl 
F(l,l)=-l. 
fA=f{l,2} 
F(NVNhAl,TONHNl)=O. 
FAl=F(NVMHAl,TONHMl) 
F(NV~ABt2)=-1. 

FSTGPB=-l. 
f(NVMAG,TCNHM1)=O. 
FSTGPG=O. 
ITSTEP=O 

C THIRD SECTION 
C 
C 

c 

c 

CALL BLADE (X,Y,CX,Crl,ZV,STGPY,LY,NVHAb,NVMAB2,ITSTEP,THMAX,NBP) 
10 0 J C U ,J TIN U E 

J=l 
00 63G I=2.NVMAB 
f(I,Jl=f(I+~V~BG,TONHM2)-DlF 

63J CCI'~TI NUE 

DO 650 1=1, NV~:ABI 
DO 660 J=2,TO~H~2 
IF(I.EG.ll GO TO 49 
IF{J.EQ.2) GU TO 50 
IF(J.EQ.TCNHM2} GO TO 51 
F ( I ,J) (F ( 1+1, J J +F ( 1-1, J) +F ( I ,J + 1 ) +f ( I ,J-i) ) 14. 
GU TO 660 

C CAlCUlATICN OF VfRTICAL ~CUhOARY AH 
C 

49 FH=FA+OCOST2 

.....,. 
o 
(X) 



c 

F (i t TOnHr~l) =FH 
CC=J-2 
F(I,J)=fA+(DCCST2/AH}*CO~DY 

IF { J. E Q • .3) F ( 1 .J- t" V r-j t' G t T C ;,i lH'!) F ( I f J ) ... 0 If 
IFIJ.LT.TGNHM2J GO TO 660 
[·il=J+l 

C CAlCULATICN or HC~IZCNTAl ~CUNDARY HAl 
c 

c 

c 

DO 533 l=2,~VMBG 
COl=l-l 
~(l,Nl)=Fh+«(FAl-FH)/HA1)*CGl*OX 

533 CONTINUE 

GO TO 650 
~~ F(I,J)=(F(I+l,Jl+f(I-I,JJ+F(I,J-l)*2./(RATlO*fl.+RATIO) 

1+F(I,J+l)*2./(1.+KATIO)/(2./RATIO+2.) 
f (I +NVi'.fiBG, TCNHf·H) =F ( 1, J) t-Ol F 
GO TO t6C 

51 f(ltJ)=(FtI+l,J)+F(I-l,JJ+F(1,J-l)~2./'1.+RATIO)+F(I,J+1)* 
$2./(~ATIO*{1.+RATIU})}/(2./kATIC+2.) 

IF( I .E.Q.NV~-:HAl) GO TO 534 
GC TO 660 

534 F(ItJ+l)=(F(I+l,J+l)+F(I-l,J~1)+F(I,J)*2./{RATIO~(1.+RATIC))+ 
$F(I,J+2)¥2.J(1.+kATI~})/(2./RATIG+2.) 
f-Al=F(I,J+l) 
FA::::FAI-DIF 

66 0 C u f·J T I 1\ U E 
(; 50 CLiNTI NUE 

IF(ITSTEP.EQ. QUTP) GO TO 112 
GO TO lel 

I-' o 
\.0 



c 

c 

112 \.;HITE (6,260) 
2 6 j FOR f~ A T ( 1 H 0 ) 

WRIT::(6,21(}J 
~70 FCRMAT(5X.16HFIRST DATA BLUCK} 

DO 67C J:l,TU~HM 
ViKITE(c,260j 
V: R 1 T E ( 6 , 26 S) J 

lb5 FORMAT(5X,2HJ=,II0) 
~, R 1 T E ( 6 , 260 ) 
hRIT~(6,18~) (F(I,J),1=2,NVMABll 

13J ~ORMAT(5XflCFlO.7) 
67C COr~TINUE 
101 CONTINUE 

00 100 J=),TONHM2 
I=NVMAB 
IF(J.EQ.3) GO TO 54 
IF(J.EQ.TCNHM2) G8 TO 55 
FCI.Jl=(F(I+l,J)+F(I-l,JI+F(I,J+l)+F(I,J-ll)/4. 
GO TO 700 

54 F(1,J)={F(I-l,J)*2./(1.+DXD(I)/DX}+FSTG~B+FSTGPB*2./{DXDll)/DX* 
$(1.+DXC(I)/DX})+F(I,J~lJ)/(2./(UXD(IJ/DX)+2.) 

GO TO 700 
55 f(!,J) (FIItl,J)+F(I-l,J)+F(I,J-l) 2./{l.+kATIO)+F{I,J+11* 

$2./(RATI0*(1.+~ATIG))/(2.1 ATIC+2.) 
700 CCNTINUE 

I =NV:-1AB 
If(ITSTEP.EQ.~uUTP) GO TO 113 
GD TO 102 

113 hRITE{6,260) 
hRITi:.:(6.,275) 1 

\-l 
\-l 
o 



c 

275 fC~KAT(5X,2HI=,I10) 

1 C ., ... ~ . .) 
-'lJ 

1J5 
1)2 

CO 110 J=2,TO~HXl 
RITE(6,190) f(I~J),DXD(I} 

FJi-~H>4T (5X.,f 10. 7, 5X, F 10.7) 
CCI"JT I NUE 

RITE(6,260) 
~RITf{6,185) fSTGPB 
FORMAT(lHO,5X,lHfSTGPB=,F20.711) 
N=O 

DO 750 I=NVKAB2,NVMAC 
Jl=(P(I}-STGPV)/OY+2. 
J=Jl+1 
kATBLX=DXO(IJ/DX 
RATBLY=DYDA(!)/DY 
GR=R(I) 
IF(DR-O.) 57,58,59 

59 IF(OXD{I).GE.DX) GO TO 61 
f(ltJ)=(F(1-1,J)~2./{1.+RATBlXJ+fSTGPB*2./{RATBLX*(1.+RATHlX») 
$+FSTGPB*2./(RATdLY*(1.+R~reLY)+f{IJJ+l)*2./(1.+PATBLy»/ 

$(2./kATBLX+2./RATBlY) 
GO TO 64 

01 F(I,J)={F{I-l,J).F(I+l,J}+FSTG P b*2./(kATBlY*(1.+RAT5LY))+F(I,J+l) 
S*2./(1.+RATSlYJJ/(2./~ATBLY+2.) 

GO TO 64 
64 J2=Jl+2 

DO 700 J=J2.,TONHM2 
IF(J.EQ.TCNHM2) GO TO 62 
F{l,J)=(F(I+l,J)+F(I-l,J)+f( I,J+l)+F(I,J-l)/4. 
GO TO 760 

62 f(ItJ)=(F(1+1,JJ+F(I-l,J)+F(I,J-l}*2./(1.+~ATIO)+F(I,J+1)* 
~2./(~ATIJ~(1.+~ATICJ))/(2./ AfI0+2.) 

....... 

....... 

....... 



c 

700 CONTI~UE 
GU TO 750 

58 C 01 ~ TIN U E 
GO TO 750 

57 If(OXD(I).GE.DX} GO TO 65 
F{I,J)=(FSTGPb*2./(~ATBlX~{1.+RATBLX)}+F{I+l;J)*2./(1.+RATSLX) 

$+fSTGP3*2./(RATBlY*{1.+RATBLY)}+F(I.J+l)*2./(1.+RATBLy)/ 
S(2./RAT5lY+2./RATBLX) 

GO TO 64 
65 F{I,J)=(F(I-i,J)+F{I+l,J)+fSTGP2*2./(RATBlY (l.+RATBLV») 

$+F(I,J.1)*2./(1.+RATBLY)}/(2./PATBlY+2.) 
GO TO 64 

750 CONTINUE 

IF(ITSTED.EQ.NDUTP) GO TO 114 
GG TO 103 

11/1' ~RITE{6t26v) 
hRITE(6,260) 
~RITE(6,2BO) NVMAB2,NVMAC 

2q0 FGH.t·~AT(5X.22HLQ~~cR BLADE DATt~ BLCCK,1C'X.,21-1I=,I10,5X,llO) 
DO 17C I=NVMAG2,NVMAC 
J1=(P(11-STGPY)/OY+2. 
J=J 1+ 1 
~{ R I T E ( 6 ., 260 ) 
~kiTE(6J183) I,Jl,J 

Id3 fORMAT(5X,3120) 
riRITE(6,26G) 
~'i KIT E ( 6 , 2 l\}) (F ( I ,J ) "J = 2 , T D i\ H t'11 ) 

210 FJRM4T(5X,lOFIO.7) 
770 Cui.JTl NUE 
1:)3 J=l 

r IF2= 0 I F 

t-' 
t-' 
N 



c 

c 

CO 780 I ~VMACltNVMA[l 
F(I,J)=F(I+NVMaG,TG~HM2)-DIF2 

ldJ CONTINUE 

DO 800 1=~VMACl,NVMAG 
DO 810 J=2,TONHM2 
IF(J.EQ.TONHM2) GO TO 67 
IF(J.GT.2J GO TO 69 
IF(I.GT.NVMACl) GO TO 68 
IF{ZI. .CH) GO TO 91 
V ,'-'iN BC=NV l'18C+1 
G XD 1 = V~·'N8C;;~DX-CH 
GO TO 71 

91 OXD l=DX 
11 f(I,J)=(FSTGPa~2./(UXDI/JX*{1.+0XD1/DX)+F{I+1,J)*2./(1.+GXOI/OX) 
$+F(I,J-ll~2./(RATIC*{l.+~ATIO)+F{I,J+1)*2./(1.+RATIO })/ 

$(2./RATIO+2./(DXDI/DX») 
f C= F ( I ,J ) 
F (I +1,VrfsBG, TClJt-H 1) =fC+D I F2 
Ff=F(I+NVMBG,TQNHMl) 
GO TO 810 

69 f(I,Jl=(f(I+l,J)+F(I-l,J)+F{l,J+lJ+F(I,J-l)/4. 
GO TO 810 

b 1 f ( I , J ) = ( F ( I + 1 , J ) + F ( I - 1 , J ) + F ( I t J- 1 ) * 2 • I ( 1 • + 1\ T I 0) + F ( I , J + 1 ) * 
$2./(RATIG*(1.+RATIC»)}/(2./~ATIO+2.) 

GU TO 810 
6B F(I,Jl=(F(I+l,J)+F(1-1,J)+F(I,J-lJ*2./(RATlO*(1.+RATIO») 
~+F{I,J+l)~2./(1.+~ATIU»/(2./~ATIO+2.t 

f ( I +; ~ V i·~ 8 G, T J i'~ H:~ 1 ) = F { I , J } + D I F 2 
J 1 j CONTI r~UE 
i3 I) .J C dN TIN U E 

t-l 
t-l 
W 



c 

c 

c 

IF(ITSTEP.EQ.NJUTP) GO TO 115 
GO TO 104 

115 ~d~ITt(&,221) l~VI*1ACltNVr-t!},G 

221 FORMAT(5X,2HI=,2120) 
¥~RI IE (6,2bO) 
OJ 8~0 J=2,TUNHMl 
~RITi{6,22JJ (F(ItJ),I=NV~ACl,~VMAG) 

220 fORMAI{5X,5F20~7) 
d2Q CGNTlhUE 
104 C G;-~Tl NUE 

DO 850 I=N\I;.i\A,Gl, NVt-.1AF 
DO 860 J=2,TONHM2 
IF(J.GT.2) GG TO 72 
F(I,Jl=(F(1+1,J)+F(1-1,JJ+F(I,J-IJ*2./(RATIO*(1.+RATIO )) 

$+f(I,J+ll*2./(1.+RATIO»)/(2./RATIC+2.) 
F{I+NVMBG f TONHMl)=F(I,J}+DIF2 
GO TO 860 

12 IF(J.EJ.TC~HM2) GO TO 73 
F(I,J)=(F(I+l,Jl+F{I-l,J)+F(I,J+l)+f(I,J-l))/4. 
GO TO 860 

13 F(I,J)=(r{I-l,JJ+F(I+l,J)+F(I,J-l)*2./(1.+RATIOl) +FSTGPG*2./ 
$(RATICl~(1.+RhTICl»))/(2./RATIOl+2.) 

b&O CONTINUE 
B.5J CG;\jTINUE 

DC 855 I=NVVAF1,TONVM 
DO 656 J=2,TJ~HM2 
IF(I.EQ.TCNV~l Gu TG 75 
I F ( J • E Q • 2 ) G (l TO <34 
IF(J.[Q.TO~HM2) GO TO 83 

t-I 
I-"'" 
.a:::--



C 

F{I,J)={F(I+l,Jl+F(I-l,J)+F(I,J+l)+F(I,J-l»)/4. 
GO TO 856 

8~ IF(I.GT.NVMAEl) GO TO 856 
~(I,Jl={f(I+l,JJ+f(I-l,J)+F(I,J-l)~2./(~ATlO (l.+RATIO») 

i+F{I,J+l)*2./(1.+RATIO)/(2./RATIC+2.) 
IFII.EC.NVMAEl) FEl=F(I,J) 
IF(I.lE.NVMA~l) F(I+NVV8G,TONHMl)=F(I,J)+OIF2 
IF{I •• NVMAtl) FE=f(I,JJ+OIF2 
GO TO 856 

83 F(I,J)={F(I+l,JJ+F(I-l,JJ+F(I,J-l}*2./{1.+RATIO)+F(I,J+1)* 
$2./(RATIJ*(1.+RATIO})}/{Z./RATIO+2.) 

GO TO 856 

C CALCULATICN OF VERTICAL SaUN ARY ED 
c 

c 

7fj FD==FE-DCOSTI 
CO=J-2 
F(I,J)=FD+(OCOSTl/AH)*CO*QY 
IF{J.EQ.TCNHI12) F(l-tlVMBG,l)=F( I,J)-DIF2 
IF(J.GT.21 GO TO 856 
fx l=J 

C CAlCULATICi\j SF H~jRIlGNT;\l GOUI\DARY EID 
c 

c 

c 

DO 521 l=~VMAE2,TONVMl 
CJ1=L-NVMAEl 
Fll,Nl)=fEl+«FD-FEl)/HAll*CGl*DX 

521 CCNTI~UE 

d56 CONTINUE 
3S5 CCl\ITINUE 

t-' 
t-' 
VI 



c 

c 

I F ( ITS T ;: P • E Q • jy~) U T P ) GO T G 11 6 
GO TO 105 

116 \"RITE(6,260) 
~KITE(6~2b51 NVM~Gl,NVMAF 

285 FORMAT(5X,22HUPPER ElAD~ DATA BL~CKJIGX,2HI=,llO,5XtIIO) 

DO 878 J=2,TONHM2 
ItJ R I T E ( 6 , 26 \) ) 
\-'.RITE(6,265) J 
hRITE(6,260) 
hRI TE (6,23.0) (F ( I ,J) J I=~\VJIjAGl t NVi'·1Af) 

23J fORMAT(5X,lCFIO.l} 
b70 CONTIl\UE 
105 NVPAF2=NVhAFl+l 

IF(IfSTEP.EQ.NGUTP) GO TO 117 
GlJ TO 106 

117 hRITE(6,260) 
wRITE(6,2S0) NVMAFl,TONVMl 

2 9 ;) F G R 1\;1;\ T ( 5 X , 2 4H 0 A TAB L 0 C t<. 5 E H Ii\: D B lAD E S J 1 :) X , Z H I = , I 1 0 , 5 X , 11 D ) 
00 9~O J=2,TCNHMl 
(J R I T E ( 6 , 260 ) 
hRITE(l;,265) J 
~d~! T t: ( 6, 2 6 0 ) 
~1/ R I T E ( 6 f 2 4 J ) (F ( 1 f J ) ,I i ,fJi·j A f 1 , T 0 l~ V r-11 ) 

24J FGRMAT(5X,ltFIO.7) 
920 CLNTINUE 

wRITE(6,260) 
~KITE(6,260) 

C LL'.JE/iRLY ItJTcRPLlATE:D VALUES 
C AT INLET A~D CUTLET 
C 

J--l 
J--l 
0'\ 



c 

IF'ITSTEP.EQ.i\'JUTP) GO TO 559 
GO TO 106 

559 ~RIT~(6t121) FEl,FE,FJ,DCOSTl 
III F0R~AT(5X,4HF[1 ,f2C.6t5X,3HFE=,F2J.6,5X,3HFD=,~20.6,5X,F20.6) 

~RITE(6,26GJ 

hRITE:(6,Z(;G) 
DO 522 I=~VMAE1,TO~VM 
J=2 
~RITE(6,122) I,F(I,J) 

122 fJkMAT(SX,IIU,lOX,F20.6) 
522 CO!~TI NUE 

hRITE(6,260} 
DJ 523 J=2,TUNHMl 
I TCNVM 
~RITE(5,123) J,F(I,J) 

Ii] FJRMAT(5X,llU,lOX,F20.6) 
523 CO:~TINUE 

hRITE(6,260) 
hRITE(6,260) 
k~ITf(6,124) FA,FH,FAl,DCGSf2 

124 fORMAT(5X,3HFA=,F20.6,5X,3HFH=,F20.6,4HFAl ,F20.6,5X,F20.6J 
j';RITE(6,260) 
GO 535 I=l,~.VI\;HAl 

J=TONHf41 
~. R I T E ( 6 , 1 2 5) I, F ( I , J ) 

125 FORMAT(5X,I10,lCX,f20.6) 
535 CCf'JTINUE 

C FUURTH SECTIGN 
C 
C 
C CCNVERGEi':CE CRITEPICN 

J-l 
J-l 
""'-J 



t", 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
r 
\..0 

106 DO 9S0 I=2,TGNVf~1 

DO 955 J=l,TGkHkl 
FDIFF{I,JJ=AJS(F{I,Jl-FR(I,J) 
f-R( I,Jl=F(I,J) 

955 CC!~TINUE 
4:;0 CONTINUE 

FD=FDlfF(2.1} 
DO 960 1=2,TGNVMl 
DO 965 J=l,TONHMl 
FDIIF=fDIFF(I,J} 
IF(FDIIF.lE.FO) GO TO 965 
FD=fDIIF 
11=1 
JJ=J 

965 CONTINUE 
960 CONTINUE 

98 

IF(FD.LE.EPS) GC Te 98 
ITSTEP=ITSTEP+l 
GO TO 1000 
CCNTINUE 

FIFTH SECTICN 

CALCULATION OF VELOCITY MAG~ITUOE 
AND FLOW ANGLE 

DO 970 I=3,~VMA6 
DO 971 J=2,TGNH~2 
IF(i.EQ.NV AD.ANO.J.EQ.2) GG TO 997 
I f ( I • f 0 • ''4 V .. -1 td': • A r,~ 0 • J • E Q. 3) GOT 0 998 

..... ..... 
(X) 



IF(J.EQ.2) GO TO 972 
IF(J.EQ.TCNH02) GG TO S13 
UX=(F(I,J+l)-F(I9J-l)}/(2.*DY) 
UY=(F(I-l,J)-~(I+l,J»/(2.*DX) 

U(I,J)=SQRTlUX**Z+UY**2) 
If{UX.LT.O.) L(!,J)=-l.*U(!,J) 
CEGR(I,Jl=ATAN2(UY,UX}*lBO./PI 
GO TO 971 

972 UX=(F(I,J+l)-f(I,J-lJ)/«l.+kATIC)*DYJ-(l.-RATIO)/(Z.¥DY)* 
!(2.*F(I,J+IJ/(1.*RATIG)+2.*F(I,J-l)/(RATIG*(1.+RATIO))-Z.*F(I,J) 
$/R.4TIO) 
UY=(FCI-l,J)-f(I+1,J»/(Z.*DX} 
U{I,J)=SQRT(UX*~2+UY**2) 

If(UX.LT.C.) U{I,J)=-l.*U{!,J) 
Dc G R ( I t J) A T A i'~2 ( U Y f U X) 180.1 PI 
GD TO 971 

973 UX=(F(I,J+11-F{I,J-l»/«1.+RATILJ*OY1+(1.-RtTIOl/(2.*DYl* 
,;i, , 2. ~;~ F ( I ,J + 1 11 ( RAT I ( 1 • + kAT Ie) } + 2 • ~;.: F ( I , J - 1 ) / ( l ... RAT I 0 ) - 2 • ~> F ( I , J ) I 
$F.ATIO) 
UY=(F(I-l,Jl-F(1+1,J»/{Z.*DX} 
U(I,JJ=SQRT(UX**2+UY**2) 
IF{UX.lT.C.) U(I,J)=-l.*U(I,J) 

'R(I,J)=ATA (UY,UXJ*130./PI. 
GO TU 971 

S91 GX=(KATIC* (I,J+l)-F(I,J-l}-~STGPG*(RATIC**2-1.})1 
$(RATiC~(RATIO+l.)*DY) 

UY=(2.*F(I-l,J)-1.5~FSTGPB-G.5~F(I-2,J»)/DX 

U(I,J)=SQRT(UX**2+UV**2) 
IF(UX.LT.O.} U(I,J)=-l.*U(I,J) 
DEC; R ( I ., J 1 = 1';. T A i\ 2 ( l Y tUX ) ~i: 1 3 0 .1 P I 
GO TO 911 

~S3 UX=(f(I,J+l)-FSTGP8)/(2.*DY) 

I-' 
1-1 
\0 



c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

~: S ::: D X 0 ( I ) I D X 
UY=-{FSTGPB-f(1-1,J»/«1.+PS)*LX)-{1.-RS)/(2.*OX)~(2.*FSTGPB/ 

t ( K S ,;~ ( 1 • + S) ~ ... 2 • ~:~ F ( I - 1 t J ) I ( 1. + F S ) - 2 • J(C F ( I , J ) IRS ) 
UlI,J)=SORT(UX**2+UY~~Z) 

IF(UX.lT.O.) U(I,JJ=-l.*U(I,J) 
o E G R ( I , J ) =A T J\ i..; 2 ( U Y , U x ) :;~ 18 {) • / P I 

71 e.Or .. 1 I NUE 
970 CCNTlf\UE 

UU 527 I=3tNV~AB 
DO 528 J=2,TU~HM2 
U'l,J)=U(I,J)~CGS{HlST~+dETAIR)*SP 

528 CGNTINUE 
':>2 7 CC!~T I NUE 

iHJUTP=ITSTEP GIVES PRlf':TGUT OF 
VELOCITY NAGNITUO AND FLOW ANGLES 
FOR EVERY NUDAL POINT 

IF(ITSTEP.EQ.NGUTP) GO TO 546 
GU TO 547 

546 RITE(o,26J) 
(~ H. I T E ( 6 , 2 8 2 ) 

~dZ FURMAT(40X,28HV LOCITY MAG~ITUDE AND A~GLEII) 
WR.l IE. (6,260) 
hRIT (6,2(j2J 

292 fORMAT{5X,16HFIRST DATA blOCK) 
00 989 J=2tTO~HM2 
~~ hIT E ( {) t 2 ) 
~'tRITE{6,265) J 
HPJ TE (6,260) 
h KIT i: ( 6 , 2 <] 1) (U ( I ,J ) t I ::, f\ V r·: t: e ) 

I-' 
N 
o 



c 

C 
L 
C 
C 

c 

~RllE(6,26J) 

tRITE(6,2~1) (DEGR(I,J),I:3,NVMAB) 
~RITE(6,26C) 

989 CCN1I~UE 
~=O 

h~ITE(6f260) 

547 DO 982 I=~V~AP2,NVMAC 
R T=LlYDA ( I ) lOY 
j, S = 0 XC ( I ) lOX 
Jl (P(I)-SIGPY)/uY+2. 
J=J 1+ 1 
DR=R(I) 
UDIF=(F(I,Jl-FS1GPB) 

CALCULATICN Of SUCTION 
SU~FACE VELCCITIES 

UXLB={F(I,J}*(~T+l.}-FSTSPE*(RT+l.»/(RT*DYJ-RT*(F{ltJ+1) 
~-FSTGPB)/(DY*(RT+l.» 

UYlB=UXLB*DR 

U L i3 ( I ,J - 1 ) -= S <J P r ( U X l B ~:~ ::;: 2 ... U Y L f, !;~ ~ 2 ) 
UL3(I,J-ll=UL~(IfJ-l)*CSS(BlST~+BETAIk)*SP 

IFIUXLB.LT.O.} B(I,J-l)=-l.~ULB{I,J-l} 

DEGR(ItJ)=ATA~2(UYfUX)*ldJ./PI 

J2=Jl"'1 
CO 983 J=J2,TCNHM2 
IF( J.EQ.J2) 'GG TO 974 
IF(J.EQ.TCNHM2J GG TO 984 
L~=(F(19J+l)-f(I,J-l})/(2.~DY) 

uY={F(I-l,J)-F(I+ltJ»/(2.~DX) 

..... 
N 
..... 



U(I,J)=SQRT(UX~~2+UY**2) 

U(I,Jl=U(1,Jl*CCS(ElSTR+3ETAlRJ*$P 
I F ( UX .. l T .. C • j U ( 1 t J ) = -1. ~~ U ( I , J ) 
JE~R(I,Jl=ATA~2(UYfUX)~la0./PI 

GO TO 983 
9B4 uX=(F(I,J+l)-F{1,J-lJ)/(1.+KATIO}*DY)+(1.-RATIO)/(2.~DY)* 

$(Z.¥F(I,J+ll/{RATIL (l.+RATIC})+2.#F(I,J-l)/(1.+RATIO)-2.~F(I,J)1 
$RAT IO) 
UY=(FtI-l,Jl-F(1+1,J)/fZ.*GX) 
U(r,J)=SCRT{UX**2+UY*~2) 

U(I,Jl=U(I,J)~CCS(BLSTR+BETAIk)*SP 
IF{UX.LT.C.) U{IfJ}~-l.~U(I,J) 

DcGR(I,Jl ATAN2(UY,UX1*lBJ./PI 
GO TO 983 

974 IF'DXO(I).LT.DX.AND.D~.GT.0.) GC TO 976 
IF{JXD(IJ.LT.CX.AND.DR.LT.O.J GC TO 979 
UX=({RT**2J*F(I,J+l)-FSTGPB-F(1,J)~( T**2-1.)}/(RT*(RT+l.)~DY) 
UY=(F(I-l,J)-F(I+l,J»/(2.*DXl 
U(I,J)=SORT(UX**2+UY~*2) 
U( I,J )=U( I,J)~CC:S( LSTR+cETAIR)*SP 
IF(UX.lT.O.) U(I,JJ=-l.*U(I,J} 
OEG~(I,JJ=ATAN2(Uy,UX)*lBO./PI 

GO TO 983 
';1 & L X = ( ( R T ;;~ ~.: 2 ~ if: F ( I , J + 1 ) - F S T G P i3 - f ( I t J ) t.q T ~:~ ~;~ 2 - 1 • ) ) I ( R T ~~ ( h T + 1 .) ¥ 0 Y ) 

LY=(RS~*2)*F'I-l,J)-FSTGPJ-f(I,J)*(PS*~2-1.)J/'RS*{1.+RS1*OXJ 
U{I,J} RT{UX*~2+UY**2J 
U ( 1 ,J ) = U ( 1 ,J ) :;, C L S ( E L S T ~ + i:H: TAl R ) * 5 p 
IF(UX.LT.O.) UII,J)=-l.*U{I,J) 
D L G R ( I ,J) = A TAl': L ( U y , UK) :;~ 18·:J • / P I 
GJ TO 983 

(j 7 <.; LX = ( ( j:: T ~ ~~ 2 ) ;~ f ( I , J T 1 ) - F S T :::; P 0- f ( .1 , J ) ~~ ( R T ;;:' ~:~ 2 - 1 • ) I ( R T ~q R T + 1 • ) 1~ C Y ) 
LY=(FSTGPS-(~S~~2)*F(1+1,J)+f(I,J)*(RS**2-1.»/(RS*(RS+l.)*DX) 

...... 
N 
N 



c 

c 

c 

U ( 1 • J ) = S J . ~ T ( U X ;,.: ~;~ 2 + U Y l~ * 2 ) 
U'I,J)=U{I,J)~CLS(bLSTR+BETAIR)*SP 
IF(UX.LT.C.) U(I,J)=-l.~U(I,J) 

LEGR(I,J)=ATA~2{uy,UX)*lJ0./PI 

963 CCNTINUE 
Y 8 2 C ON T I ~~ U E 

'r'J R I T E ( 6 , 2 60 ) 
~-. R I T E ( 6 , 2 60 ) 
.\ R 1 T E ( 6, 260 ) 
;\ R I T E ( 6 , 260 ) 
,',RI TE (6,2S7) 

297 FGK;'1~,T(30X,4QHOli<EI\SIO:~LESS SUCTION SURFACE: VELOCITIES/) 
~·d~l TE (6,260) 
N=O 

DO 991 I=hVMAG2,NVMAC 
Q=NVMA8 
Ql=I 
Xl=(Ql-Q)*DX 
X2=(Xl/CH'*lOO. 
Jl=(P(I}-STGPY1/DY+2. 
J=Jl 
GRITE(6,286J X2,ULB(I,J) 

~36 FOR~4T{30X,7H~-CHORO,FI0.2,3X,F20.6) 

991 CGNTI~UE 

hkITE(6,260) 
ViRl TE (6,557) 

5 5 1 f 0 t{ i"l A T ( j 0 X" 11 He C ;\ V E kG ENe E / I ) 
~RITE{6,55B) EPS,ITSTEP 

558 fCRt-lAT(3JX,4HE:PS=,F1J.7,5X,22H;:\c-ACHED AFTER ITSTEP=,II0) 

...... 
N 
W 



c 

c 

c 

IF(ITSTEP.EO.NJUTP) GG T~ 548 
GO TO 549 

S~8 i~IT~{6,260) 

~RITE(6,2S4) 

294 fORHAT(5X,19HlUiER BLADE SeCTION) 
~=O 

00 992 I=NVMA82,NVMAC 
Jl={P(I)-STGPY}/OY+2. 
J2=Jl+l 
~RITE(6t2tO) 

RITl(6,299) I 
299 fGRMAT(5X,2HI=,110) 

~RITE(6t260) 
~~ITE(6t2a7) (U(I,J),J=J2,TCNHM2) 
~RIT~(6,287) (OCGR(I,J),J=J2,TDNhMl) 

231 FOR0AT(5X,lOFll.6) 
S92 CCNTINUE 
549 I=NVMACl 

DO 985 J=2,TUNHM2 
If(J.EQ.2) GO TO 986 
IF(J.EQ.TCNHh2) GO TO 981 
UX=(F(I,J+Il-F(I,J-l)/(Z.*DY) 
UY=(F(I-l,JJ-F(I+1,J)j/(2.*DX) 
U(ltJ)=SQRT(UX*~2+UY**2) 
U(ItJ)=U(I,J)*COS(BLSTR+B~TAIR)~SP 

IF(UX.LT.O.) U(ItJ)=-l.~U{I,J) 
C E G R ( I ,J ) = A T A i\ 2 ( U Y tUX) ;;; 1 q ,J • / P I 
GO TO 985 

986 CXDl=V~~dC*DX-CH 

...... 
N 
J::'o 



c 

c 

u x = ( F { I , J + 1 ) - F ( I , J - 1 ) ) / ( ( 1 • + 1-:. A TIC ) ;;q:, Y } - ( 1 • - kAT I () j / ( 2 • ~~ D Y ) * 
$(2.*F(I,J+l)/(1.+RATIO)+2.*F(I,J-1)/{RATIO*'1.+~ATlO))-2.*F(I,JJ 
~/RATIOJ 

UY=-(F(I+l,J)-fSTGPB)/«l.+DXGl/OX)~CX)+{l.-DXOl/DX}/(2.*DX). 

$(2.*F{I+l,J)/(1.+0XDl/DX)+2.*FSTGP3/(GXDl/DX~(1.+UXDl IDX»
$2.~:;:f(I,J)/(DX011 X)} 
U'ltJ)=SQRT(UX*~2+UY ) 
U(1,J)=U(I,J}~COS(8LSTR+dETAIR)*SP 

IF(UX.lT.O.} U(l,J)=-l.*U(I,J) 
DE(jF~( I ,J)=AL4l\2(Uy,UX)~180./PI 
GG TO 985 

981 UX=(F(I,J+IJ-F(I,J-l»/«1.+kATIO)*DY)+(1.-rATIO)/(2.*DY)* 
S(2.*F(I,J+l)/(RATIG~(la+RATlC)J+2. f(I,J-l)/(1.+RATIOl-2.*F(I,J)/ 
SKATlO) 
UY=(F(I-l,J)-F(I+l,J»/f2.*DX) 
u(I,J)=SQRT(0X*~2+UY**2) 

U ( I ,J ) = U ( I f J ) ;j; COS ( B l S T g + BET A I R ) * S P 
IF(UX.lT.C.) U(I,Jl=-1.*U{I,J) 
f)CIJP{ I ,J l=ATAf,JZ( UY,UX)*180./PI 

985 Cuf\lTINlJE 

IF(ITSTEP.EQ.~JUTP) GO TO 551 
GO TO 552 

5:'1 hRITf(6,260) 
ua 993 J=2fTOi~Ht~2 

I =NVr-1AC 1 
~d:;:l TE(6,288) U(I ,J) ,OEGR,(I,J) 

289 FO~MAT(5X,2f20.6) 
993 CCI'lTINUE 

552 DO 977 1= t,V :~~t\G, TiJNVj-11 
DO 'J73 J=2, TGI';H::,2 

I-' 
N 
VI 



IF(J.EQ.2) GO TO 938 
I F ( J • E Q • T o;~ h '12) GOT 0 9 B 'J 
UX:(F(I,J+l)-F(I,J-l)/(Z.* Y) 
UY=(F(I-l,J)-F(I+l,J»)/(2.*GXJ 
U(!,J)=S T(UX*~2+UY**2) 
IF(UX.LT.O.l U(I,J)=-l.*U(I,J) 
D E G R ( I ,J ):: A T A j\; 2 ( U Y , U x ) .;~ 13 ) • / P I 
GO TO 973 

988 IF(I.GT.NVMAEl) GO TO 978 
UX=(F(I,J+II-F(I,J-IJ1/«1.+RATIO)*DY)-(1.-RATIQ)/{2.*DY)* 

$(2.*F(I,J+l)/ll.+RATIC)+2.*F(I,J-l}/{PATIG*(1.+RATIO))-2.*F(I,JJ 
$/RATIO) 
~Y=(F(I-l,J)-f(I+ltJ)/(2.~CX} 

U(1,J)=SQRT(UX**2+UY*~2j 

IF(UX.LT.C.) U(I,Jl=-l.*U(I,J) 
OEGR(I,J)=ATAN2(UY,UX)*laO./PI 
GO TO 97d 

980 IF(l.GT.NVNAG.AND.I.lT.NV~AFl) GO TO 981 
IF(I.EQ.~VMAG} UX=(FSTGP~-F{I,J-l}}/«1.+RATIO)*OY)+(1.-RAT10JI 

S(2.*DY)*{2.*FSTGPG/(RATIG*{1.+RATIO)+2.*F(I,J-ll/(1.+RATIO)-2.* 
$F(I,J)/KATIO) 
If(I.EQ.NV~AG) GO TG 543 
UX::(F(I,J+l)-F(I,J-l»J«(1.+RATIC)*OY)+(1.-RATIC)/{2.~DY)~ 

S(2.*FII,J+l)/(RATlG (1.+~ATIO»)+2.*F'1,J-1)/{1.+~ATIO)-2.*F(IfJ)/ 
$RATIO) 

543 UY=(F( I-ltJ)-F( I+l.,J)/{2.;:·CX) 
U(I.,J) SQRT(UX**2+UY~*2) 

IF(UX.LT.0.) UtI,J)=-1.*0(I,J) 
Dt~R(I,J)=ATA~2(Uy,UX)~180./PI 

GO TO 918 
981 UX={FSTGPG-f(I,J-l)/{(l.+RLTIGl)*OYJ+{l.-RATIOl}/{Z.*GY)~ 

$(2.*FSTGPG/(RATIC1*(1.+RATlrl»)+2.*F{I,J-l)/{1.+~ATIl;1)-

I-' 
N 
(j\ 



c 

$2.*F(I,J)/KATI01) 
UY=(F(I-l,J)-F(I+l,J»)/(2.*DX) 
U(I,J)=SORT(UX*~2+UY**2) 

IF(UX.LT.O.) U(I,J)=-l.*UII,J) 
DEGRII,J)=ATA (~V,UX)*laO./PI 

C CAlCULAT ICi~ Of PF-ESSURE 
C SGRfACE VELCCITIES 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

UXUB=(FSTGPG-f(I,J»/([YI~K-ST~PY) 

UU8{I}=UXUB*COS(BLS1R+EETAIR)*SP 
978 CONTINUE 
977 CCNTI~UE 

DO 529 !=NVMAG,TONVMl 
DO 5~1 J=2,TCNHM2 
IF(1.GT~NvrAE1.ANO.J.EC.2 GU Te 531 
U(I,J)=U{I,J)*COS(BLST~+6 TAIR)*SP 

.531 CGl'JTINUE 
529 C~NTINUE 

.~-) 0 ("'I 
LC.~ 

hRITE(6,46) 
LKITf.:(6,260) 
\1 R ITt: (6,260) 
~:RI TE: (&,260) 
'I"; KITE ( 6 , 26 (} ) 
hRITE(6,260) 
hRl TE (6,289) 
F 0 j{ MAT ( .3 0 X, 41 hO 1 j\1 E i\! S I G~,; l SSP E S S U r~ E SUR F ACE VEL 0 CIT 1 E S I ) 

HITE(o,260) 

r
N 
...... 



C 

C 

c 

c 

293 
994 

553 

301 

554 

o 0 9 9 4 I = r, v tl t. G 1 f N V ~/i i\ F 
Q=NVi\,lAG 
Ql= I 
Xl:.:; ( Q 1 - c:: ) i,: 0 X 
)(2= (X 1/CH)::;: 1:..""'. 
~RITE{6,298) X2,UUB(I) 
FORMAT(3QX,7H%-CHCRD,FIJ.2,3X,F2D.6} 
CONTlt;UE 

IF(ITSTEP.EQ.NCUTP) GO TO 5 
GO TO 554 
}) R IT:: ( 6 , 2 6 a ) 
WRITE(6,26Cl 
\-JRI TE (6,3;,] 1) hV:<AG, TCNVf.rll 
FCRHAT{5X,3BHUPPCK SLADE SeCT I Of,; AtJ!J SECTIGN BEHIN ,5,:(t6Hr'4V;'~L\(i , 

SIIO,5X,7HTCNVMl=,IlO) 

DO 9~6 I=NVi-L~t:2f TO~,;Vl\11 

J=2 
UtI,Jl=J. 
DEbR{I,J)=O. 

996 CONT£NUE 

IFIITSTEP •• l'JuiJTP} GO TO 5'36 
GO TO 999 

556 DO 995 J=2,TONHM2 
hRITE(o,26G1 
~j R I T E ( 6 , 2 t 5) J 
V'4RITE(6,260) 
h R I T E:: ( 6 , 2 9 1) ( U ( I , J ) , I = {I V : .. \ t. G , T [j ~; v ,·11 } 
WRITE(6,2tO) 

1-1 
N 
0:> 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROLTINE BLADE{X,y,DX,CH,ZV,STGPYfOYtNVMAB,NV~ABZ,ITSTEP, 
STHMAX,NBP) 

DIMENSICN DXO(12C),DYOA(120},DXDR{120).DXDl(12C) 
DIME~ISIGN XINT(120),X(14),Y{14),P(12C},R(120) 
COMMON CXC,OYGA,P,R 
IVl=AINT{ZV) 
ZV2=2.*AINT(ZV) 
l3=ZV2 
l4=lVl 
MVAB=~VMAB 
kB=NV~AB2 
~tll=MB+l 

~B2=N8-1 
MC=NVMAB+l3 
MD=NVMAd+L4 
0=1. 

CALCULATICN OF dlADE SURFACE 
POINTS ANC OE~IVATIVES USING 
A lAGRA~GE INTERPOLATING POLYNOMIAL 

DO 100 K=f-4 8 , riC 
XINT( Kl=DX/2.:;=Q 
R(Kl=C. 
P{K)=O. 
1=1 

4 J=l 
A='(!) 

2 IF (J.EQ.I) GC TO 1 
A=A*(XINT(K)-X(J)/(X(I)-X(J») 

1 J=J+l 
IF(J.GT.NBP) GO Te 3 

~ 
w 
o 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

GO TO 2 
3 P(K)=P{K)+A 

8=0. 
B 00 20 f\=l.NBP 

IF (N.EO.I) GO TO 7 
C=A/(XI~T{K)-X(NJ) 

B=B+C 
7 CO,\iTII\UE 

20 CONTI f\JUE 
R(r<.l=R(Kl+B 
1=1+1 
IF(I.GT.NBP) GO TO 5 
GO TO 4 

5 CONTI f'.UE 
Q=Q+1. 

100 CO;~TI NUE 

CALCUlATICN OF THE UNEQUAL 
SPACI~G FeR G~ID POINTS NEXT TO 
BLADE SUKFACc 

N=O 
DO 401 K=~V~Att~C,2 
I=K-r'i 
DXD(I)=DX 
N::~'~+l 

4 Ole C ;.} T 11\ U E 
P ( l"i V t'l fJ., a ) = S T G P Y 
R ( l'~ V ,Vi Ad) :: D • 
DYDA ( ~. vr':Atl ) =0. 
T t-!;·1 AX = 0 • 18 7 
N:::J 

I-' 
W 
I-' 



DO 50C K=~Gl,MC,2 
ON:l. 
DYiJ=DY 

9 IF{((P(Kl-STGPV}-CYC).l[.O.) GO TO 17 
CN=Q;'~+l. 

o YO =0 Y ~:tQ,\~ 
GO TO 9 

11 OYDD=P(K)-STGPY-DYO 
IF(DYDD.EQ.Q.) GO TO 11 
J=2 .... 
N=N+l 
I=K-N 
DYDA(I) ASS(OYJO) 
GO TO 500 

11 N=N+l 
I=K-N 

500 CONTINUE 
DX2=DX/2. 
K=i"lVAd 
N=O 
I=K-N 
DYDA(!)'=DY 

19 I=K-N 
HJ=DYCAtI)+P(KJ-STGPV 
J=(HJ/JY}+2. 
IFtHJ-{THNAX-STGPY}) 18,21,22 

13 IF{HJ-(P(K+l}-STGPV) 23,24,25 
23 TGl=(P(K+l)-P(K})/DX2 

DXDR(I)=DYCA(I)/TGI 
DXO( I )=[)XCR( I) 
GO TO 30 

24 0 Xl) i~ ( I) 0 X 2 

..... 
W 
t-...> 



DXi)(I )=DXOJ{{ I) 
GO TO 30 

25 IF(HJ-(P(K+21-STGPVJ) 27,23,29 
27 TG2={P(K+2)-PIK+l)/OX2 

OYDA2=HJ-(PCK+l)-STCPY) 
D X:) R ( I ) = D X 2 + ( D Y [: A 21 T G 2 ) 
DX;){I)=DXDR{I} 
GO TO 30 

23DXDR(I)=2.*DX2 
o XD ( I )= OX DR ( I ) 

290XORCI)=2.*OX2 
OXO(I}=CXOR.t!) 

30 K=K+2 
N=N+l 
GO TO 19 

21 CONTINUE 
OXO{I)=DX 
GO TO 36 

22 COt'~T I t~UE 
36 HJ\1AX=HJ 
37 IF('P(K)-STGPY)-{HJMAX-DY» 33,34,35 
35 [;XDtI)=DX 
45 K=K+2 

r\, =N + 1 
I=K-f\1 
HJ=DYOA(I)+P(K) TGPY 
h J N J= HJ lOY'" 2 • 
J=HJNC 
GO Ti] 37 

34 CO;~T I NUE 
GO TO 45 

33 IFtHJ-(P(K-l)-$TGPY») 39,40,41 

I--' 
W 
W 



39 TG2=(P{K-Il-P(K»/DX2 
DXDl(I)=DYCA(I)/TG2 
OXi)(!}=SXDl(l) 
CO TO 45 

4J OX0L( I ):::)X2 

o XJ ( I ) =G X C L ( I ) 
GO TO 45 

41 IFIHJ-{P(X-21-STGPY)) ~3,44,44 

43 TGl=(P(K-2}-P(K-l»/DX2 
DYOA2=HJ-(P(K-l}-STGPY) 
OXOL(I):::DX2+0YJA2/TGl 
DXO( I )=DXDL (I) 
GO 1045 

44 DXDL(I)==2.*DX2 
DXD(I)=DXDl(I) 
IF(K.LT.MC) GO TO 35 

46 f 0 rUI; A T ( 1 HI) 
~RITE(6,260) 

1\=0 
DO 404 K=~82,MC,2 
I=K-N 
P(I)=P(K} 
R(l):::R(K} 
N=N+l 

404 CC;\jT I NUE 
260 fORf'4AT(lHO) 

RETURi\ 
END 

I-' 
W 
+:--



COORDINATES OF BASE POINTS 

x:: 0.042180 y= 0.076610 
X= O.08 L}350 ¥= 0.110330 
X= 0.1687(;0 y= o .ILr 773i~ 
X= 0.3374(10 y= 0.177650 
X= o. 61C0 y= 0.1670CO 
X= 0.6748CO y= 0.185130 
X= O.8435CG y= 0.177650 
X= 1.012199 y= 0.162690 ~ 

X= 1.18C900 y= 0.138380 w 
\.n 

X= 1.3496CO y= 0.104720 
X= 1.5(,0000 y= 0.0100CC 
X= 1.599999 y= 0.044000 
X= 1.6869'99 y= 0.022Q(.0 



o I fl.1 ENS I ON L E S S sue T I ') N SUR F ACE VEL 0 CIT 1 E S 

%-CHORO 4.27 1.176971 
%-ChJRD 8.54 1.2953S'3 
%-CHO 12.82 1.297042 
%-CHORD 17.09 1.2 

RD 21.36 1.237013 
RO 25.63 1.218328 

%-CHORD 29.90 1.194025 
%-CHeRD 34.18 1.161936 
~-CHuRD 38.45 1.145885 
%-CHORD 42.72 1.130259 ...... 
%-CHORD 46.99 1.119130 

w 
'" 

%-CH!JRD 51.27 1.108556 
%-CHORD 55.54 1.095375 
%-CHORD 59.81 I.G812e3 
%-CHORD 64.08 1.059819 
;g-CHORD 68.35 1.03 5 

72.63 1.006726 
16.90 C.9732C8 
81.17 0.931859 

%-CHORD 85.44 0.904535 
%-CHORD 89.11 O.876CC2 
%-Ct-IGRD 93.99 0.834718 
%-CHORO 98.26 0.772567 

CONVERGENCE 

EP$= 0.000021(. R = A CHI) l F T E R ITSTEP= 3237 



DIMENSIONLESS PRESSURE SURFACE VEL ITIES 

%-CHORO 4.27 0.926912 
%-CHORD 8.54 0.853006 
%-CHORD 12.82 o. 8683 
;~-CHGRD 17.09 0.815331 
%-CHGRD 21.36 0.805836 
%-CHGR.D 25.63 0.798317 
%-CHORO 29.90 C.1CJ2062 
%-CHORD 34.18 0.786701 
%-CHORD 38.45 0.782026 
%-CHORD 42.72 0.777864 I-' 

~b-ChORD 46.99 0.714106 w 
........ 

%-CHGPD 51.27 0.170662 
%-CH8RD 55.54 0.767457 
%-CHORD 59.81 0.164421 
%-CHORD 64.08 0.761514 
%-CHORD 68.35 0.758664 
%-Ct-iORO 72.63 0.755322 
%-CHORD 76.90 0.752933 
%-CHiJRD 81.17 0.749940 
%-CHaRD 85.44 0.746813 
%-CHORD 89.71 0.743690 
%-CHORD 93.99 C.741825 
%-CHORD ~84126 0.750305 



APPENDIX B 

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING 

THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL, INCOMPRESSIBLE 

BOUNDARY LAYER ON A COMPRESSOR BLADE 
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c 

OIMENSIGN BiTA(lCOC),D2ST{lOJOJ,D2STDX(lJ ),DeDX(1~~G),UST(1~0 

OIKENSICN OUSTOX(lLOO), 5Ul(lOOC) 
DIMENSICN USTl(50),CUSTD1(SO) 
COMM0N Sl(SO),P(5J),S(SO},U5U{50),X{13),Y(13) 
KEAL NU 
l~rrEGER TeNST 

C LAMINAR SCU~OARY LAYER 
C 
C 
C BLADE GECMETRY 
C 

c 

NBP=13 
R E J.\ 0 ( 5 , 29) (X { I ) , 1=1 , i'J b P ) 
REt~O{5,29J (Y(I},l-==l, BPJ 

29 FORMAT(6F10.6) 

C ll\iPUT PAKA~'icTERS 

C 

c 

c 

CH=1.687 
DX-=O.072J71 
~U;1.61*1.44*1.E-Q2 

U INF= 2 ItOO. 
STGPV=O.O 
PI=3.14159 
NSTEP=lO 
ZV=CH/CX 

CALL L ~GTH (Cli,DX,ZV,ZVZ,ZV3,L,Ll,L2,TSL, 
$TSLl,l3,L4,STGPy,~dP,PI,XSTU,XSTL) 

STEPN=NSTfP 

I--' 
W 
\0 



c 

NP=AINTIZV) 
NPl=NPrl 
ND2=NP-l 
NP3=2*~Pl-l 

NP4=2*N P l-2 
NP5=2*NPl-3 
TCNST=(2*~P-l)*NSTEP 

C DIMENSIGNLESS VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 
C 

c 

4 READ(S,30J (UST(Il,I=1,NP1) 
30 FCRMAT(7FIO.6) 

C INTERPOLATION 
C 

c 

c 

c 

DO 70 K=I,NP3,2 
I=(K+ll/2 
USTl{K)=LSTtI} 

70 CONTI~UE 

260 FOkMAT(lHIJ 
261 FORMATCIHOJ 

WRITE(6,2bl) 
WRITe(6,261} 

DO 10 K=2,NP4,2 
USTl(K}=(USTl{K+l)+USTl(K-1})/2. 

10 CGNTINUr.:: 

WRITE{6,261l 
WRITf:{6,2611 
DO 110 I=2,NP4 

...... 

.J:-. 
a 



c 

DUSfDl(I)=O.5t~( (UST1(I+IJ-USTl(I) '/OSU(I)+(USfl( I )-USTl( 1-1»/ 
$OSU(I-l») 

110 CONTINUE 

C EXTRAPCLATICN FOR LAST VALUE 
C OF OUSTOX AT LAST INTERSECTING 
C VERTICAL MESH LINE 
C 

C 

c 

A V = ( U S T 1 ( N P 3 ) - US T 1 ( N P 4 j ) lOS U ( ~: P 4 ) 
DUSTDl(NP3)=AV 

DUSTDX{2}=OUSTDl(21 
If(STEpr~.£Q.l.0) GO TO 1 
DO 120 I=2,N P 4 
OIF=(USTl(I+l}-USTl(I»)/STEPN 
DIF1=(DUSTDl{I+1)-DUSTOl(I»/STEPN 
DIF2=DSU( I)/STEPN 
DO 12 5 f\= 1 , N S T E P 
IF(N.EQ.NSTEP) GO TO 2 
K=I+N+(I-2)*(NSTEP-l) 
Q=N 
UST(Kl LSTl(l)+Q~DIF 

OUSTDX(K)=DUSTUICI)+Q*OIFI 
DSUl(K)-=DIF2 
GO TO 125 

2 K = I + N + ( 1-2 ) ~~ ( r'l S T E P - 1 ) 
DSUl{K)=DSU(I+l)/STEPN 
UST!K)=USTl(I+l) 
OUSTDX(K) USTOl(I+l) 

12 5 C L;~ TIN U E 
120 L \].'4 T I t\U E 

..... 
+:-
..... 



c 

DSu1(2)=DSU{21/STEPN 
GO TO 3 

1 DO 130 1::2,l\iPl 
UST(I )=USTl(I) 
DUSTDX(I)=DLSTDl(Il 
DSUl(I} DSU(I} 

130 CO>JTINUE 
3 vi R I T E ( 6 , 2 6 \) ) 

C ~UME~ICAl PRUCEDURE OF 
C LAl'll NAR BCUNuJ.\RY LA Y ck CAlCUlAT ION 
C 

c 

BETAIN=G.8715 
b cT A ( 2 ) = 8 ETA Ir\J 
02STIN=C.27Id*S0RT(1./DUSTDX(21) 
D2ST( 2}=D2STIi\1 
SLDLU=XSTU/TSl 
R E¥=T SL';·U I NFl NU 
WRITE(6,261) 
WRITE(6,261) 
ltJ Rl T E (6,261 ) 
WRIT[{6,261) 
~jRrTE (6,261) 
wRIT'=(6,57) 

5 7 FOR. I'll A T ( 1 6 X , 1 H X , 9 X , 1 H U , EX, 2 H C F , 5 X , 5 H THE T A , 5 X , 6 H R THE T A , 
$7X,lhH,6X,5HD~lTAII) 

Nl-=O 
00 300 K=2,TONST 
t-i=K 
Ml=K+l 

51 RG2Gl O.JOl/(8ETA(KJ-l.)-O.064*(BETA(K)+O.43)+O.J01b~ 

..... 
~ 
N 



c 

$(3~TA(K)+~.43}**3 

RIGl=C.GJl/{1.-5ETA{K))+J.011*(S TA(K)+2.}-O.003*(G£TA(K)+2.)**2 
G4=(2.+GETA(K))~(2./15.-3ETA(K}/6G.-8~TA{K)**2/105.) 

Gj=-2.-«1./3.-C[TA(K)/12.)/(2./15.-BETA(K)/60.-3ETA(KJ**2/10j.) 
RIG3=1./G3 
R G/tG3=G4/G5 
D2STDX(KJ~(G2ST(K)*OUSTDX(K)/UST(K}+RG4G3*1./D2ST(K) l./UST{KJ)* 

$G3 
DBUX{K)=(C2ST{K)*DUSTDX(K)/UST(K)+RG2Gl*1./02ST(K)*1.1UST{K))/ 

$( RIGl*02ST (K») 
BETA{K+l)=BETA(K)+GSUl{Kl*ORDX(K) 
D2ST(K+l)=D2ST(K)+OSUl(K)~02STDX{KJ 

SLDLU=SLOLU+QSU1(K) 
SlOlJ=SlDLU*TSL 
RG2Gl=0.001/(BETA(K+l)-1.)-O.064*(BETA{K+l)+0.43)+J.Q~78* 

$(BETA(K+l)+O.43J**3 
RIGl=C.OOl/(1.-BETA(K+lJ)+O.C17¥(BETA(K+1)+2.)-D.OQ3*(3ETA(K+l)+ 

$2.} ,;~~;; 2 
G4=(2.+BETA(K+IJ)*(2./15.-BETA{K+IJ/6C.-B~TA(K+1)**2/1G5.) 

G3=-2.-({1./3.-e[TA(K+l)/12.)/(2./15.-8ETA(K~1}/6J.-BETA(K+l)~*2/ 

$105.) ) 
R1G.3=1./G3 
RG4G3=G4/G3 
D2STUX(K+IJ={02ST(K+l)*DUSTOXCK+ll/UST(K+l)+RG4G3*1./D2ST(K+l)~ 

$l./UST (K+l» ;::;G3 
OdJX(K+l)=(D2ST(K+l)*DUSTOX(K+11/UST(K+1)+~G2Gl*1./U2ST(K+l1* 

$1 .1 US T ( K + 1) ) / ( RIG 1 * C 2 S T ( K + 1 ) ) 
A030X=(DBOX(K+l)+DBOX(K»/2. 
AD2ST=(C2STCX(K+l)+C2STDX(K)}/2. 

C OUTPUT 
C 

~ 
~ 
(.oJ 



c 

BETA(K+l)=3ETA(K)+DSUl(K)*ADBOX 
D2ST(K+l)=02~T(K)+CSU1(Kl*AD2ST 

H12=-G3-2. 
D2=D2ST(K+l)*TSL/(SCRT(REYJ) 
o 1=02';~H 12 
DELT=(02*(2.+CETA(K+l»)/G4 
UD=U5 T (r·;t) *UI ~:F 
RED 2 -= C 2 ::;~ U S T ( K + 1 ) ~~ U 1;'1 F / ;~ U 
T 01) l-= 2 .* G 4 >:: 1 • I ( US T ( K + 1 ) );~ D 2 S T ( K + 1 }';; S {J R T ( R E Y ) ) 
IF(Ml.EQ.(3+Nl» GO TO 11 
GO TO 12 

11 WRIT~(6,55) SLDU,UD,TGDL,D2,PE02,H12,OElT 
55 FORMAT{9X,2FIC.3,2FIO.5,F8.0,FIO.2,FIO.4) 

Nl=Nl+lO 

C TRANSITICN CRITERIGN 
c 

c 

12 RED2L~=ALGG(RED2) 
RS=6.+3.*CBETh(K+l'+C.33)-J.5*(BETA(K+1)+O.33}**3 
IF(RE02lN.GT.RS) GO TO 5 

c StPARATICN CRITERION 
C 

IF(TOCl.LE.O.) GO TO 6 
300 CONTINUE 

6 viRITE (6,43) 
43 F 0;'<" MAT ( 5 X , 1 H 0 , 1 t3 H LA. r'lI N A R S EPA R 1\ TIC N ) 

GO TO 7 
5 wRITE(6,58) 

5:3 F J R i'il'~ T ( 1 H 0 , 16 X , 1 Q HT H A:~ SIT I :J r~ ) 
~'i R I T E ( 6 , 2 6 1 ) 
~RI1E(6,55) SLDU,UD,TCDL,J2,kED2,hI2,OElT 

...... 
+'
+'-



c 

v.iRI TE (6,260) 
hRITr:(6,261) 
wRITE(6,261) 
}<} R I T E ( (, , 2 C 1 ) 
~'" R I T E ( 6 , 2 (;: 1 ) 
jJ R 1 T E ( 6 , 2 6 1 ) 

C TUR8UlE~T bG0~DARY LAYER CAlCULATIOJ 1 - MOSES 
C 
C 

CF=G.005 
RT-=Rt02 
V=l~U 

~IRITE(6,31l 

31 FORMAT(16X,lHX,9X,lHU,6X,2H(~,5X,5HTHETAf5X,6HqTHETA, 
$7X,lHH,6X,5HOElTA/I) 

CALL XINIT(CF,RT,A,RJ 
Xl=SLDU 
Ul=UST( 1}i.~U1NF 

CAll PRIN(Xl,Ul,A,R,V) 
"'12=1'-11 + 1 
N2=O 
DO 45 1=1'12, TUr;ST 
o X = D SUI ( I - 1 ) ;;: T S l 
U 1;: US T ( I - 1 ) ~:~ U I f 
DUl=[JUSTDX( I-I) (Ul~'iF/TSLl 

CALL OER(A,R,DX,Ul,DUl,V,DAl,ORl) 
A 1= i\+D.t\ 1 
Rl=R+GRl 
U1=UST (I) ;':UI F 
CUl=DUSTOX(IJ*(UINF/TSL) 
Z=R l:X:~AI-lC. 

j-l 
.p.. 
VI 



c 
c 
c 

IF(Z) 5C,50,35 
35 CALL DER(Al,r:'.i,DX,Ul,DUl,V,DA,DR) 

A=A+( DA+OAl);'.:.5 
R = K + ( 0 K. + 1.) R 1 ):f~ • 5 
Xl=Xl+DX 
Z -= A ::;( R - 1 D • 
IF (Z) 5C,5J,40 

40 IF ( I. EQ. ( 2 +N2 ) GO TO 13 
GO TO 14 

13 CALL PRI (Xl,Ul,A,R,V) 
N2-==N2 

14 CONTINUE 
45 COlJTINUE 

GO TO 60 
5) ~RITE(6,56) Xl 
56 FORMAT(lHO,9X,FIO.3,11H SEPARATED) 

\ .. RI TE (6,260) 
60 CONTINUE 

7 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 

sua I E TO COt-iPUTE InITIAL VALUES 

SUBROUTI E XINIT(CF,RT,A,R} 
A-=S (CF/2.0)/.41 
ll=O.C 
OEl=-l.O 
DO 85 J=1,7 
Dll =-0 .1*CEL 

80 Tl=Tl+OEL 
k=RT/Tl 

I-' 
+:--
0"1 



c 

B=A*(ALCG(R*A)+1.1584)-1.O 
T2=A-.5*B+I.58333*A~a-2.~A*A-.37143*B*8+300.*A/R-49.51R 
Zl=(TI-T2l*DEl/ABS(OEL) 
IF (Zl) bO,90,BS 

85 CONTINUE 
90 RETURN 

EN0 

C SUBROUTINE TO UTE DERIVATIVES 
C 

c 

SU8ROUTINE DER(A,R,DX,U,OU,V,DA,DR) 
8=A*(ALCG(k*A)+1.15S4)-1.O 
Tl=A-.5*B-2.~A*A+l.58333~A*6-.37143*6*B-49.5/R+ O.~A/R 

Vl=(.C225+125./~)*Tl 
Cl=2.*Vl~(A/.3-1.26*B) 

Fl=(-.C792-.58253*A-. 5*B}*R+300. 
I +'-.5+1.53J33*A-.74286*Bl*~*tLCG(R*A) 
F2=(.5*A-.5*3-.41b61~A*A+.84C48*A*B-.37143*B*B) 
Gl=«-2.~A+S+2.*A*t-l.58333*A*B+.37143*B*B}*R-3JO.*A)*DX*OU/U 

1 +(.41*A)**2.*U*OX/V 
F3=(.G6321-.73792*A+.091566*B)*F+300. 

1 +(-.277C5+.S1759*A-.2970G*B)*R*ALOG(A*R) 
F4=.02295*A-.04185*P-.043606¥A¥A+.I0214*A*E-.039934*B* 
G2=«-1.3223U*A+.5541*B+l.7~125*A*A-l.25115*A*3+.2j714*8 )* 

1 -3JC.*A)*DX*OU/U+(.41*A)~*2.-Cl/2.)*U*OX/V 

DA={Gl*f4-G2*F2)/(Fl*F4-F2*F3) 
OR=(Fl*G2-F3*Gl)/(Fl*F4-F2*F3) 
RETURN 
END 

C SU3RCUTINE T8 P~INT CALCUlATiO VALUES 
C 

~ 
..p. 
'-l 



..... 

c 
c 

c 

SU3RCUTINE PRINlX,U,A,R,V) 
CF=2.*(A*.41l**2 • 
e=~*(ALOG(R*A)+1.1584J-l.O 

Dl=A-.5~~+49.5/R 

Tl=A-.S~B-2.*A*A+l.58333*A*B-.37143*B*B-49.S/R+JOO.*AIR 
H=Ol/Tl 
RT=R*Tl 
DELTA=R*V/U 
THETA=OELTA*Tl 
~RITE(6,7G) X,U,CF,THETA,RT,H,CELTA 

70 FORMAT(9X,2F10.3,·2FIO.5,flO.O,flJ.2,FlD.4) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTI~E LENGTH (CH,DX,ZV,ZV2,lV3,L,ll,l2,TSL, 
$TSLL,l3,L4,STGPY,N8P,PI,XSTU,XSTL) 

DIMENSICN XINT(50),DSUl(SO) 
CCMMO~ Sl(SO),P(SO),S(SO),DSU(5C),X(13),Y(1)) 

C CUBIC fIT APPROXIMATION 
C GF BLADE SURFACE 
C 
C 

II = A 1 r\ T ( Z V ) :;~ C X 
DX1=CH-Zl 
RL=STGPY 
Z V 2 =2 • * A I P. T ( l V ) 
lV3=ZV2+1. 
l=ZV3 
L 1= l + 1 
L 2= l V 2-1. 

~ 
~ 
00 



c 

LJ=lV2 
L4=2*L3 
L5=2~L2 

l6=2*L4 
XTHM=G.5061 
X2=XThM 
VTHM=O.165 
Y2=YTHM 
THH=YTH~ 

X3=O.3374 
V3=O.15565 
X6=1.3496 
Y6=O.08212 
X7=1.687 
Q=(X3**3-2.*X3**2*X2+X3*X2~*2~ 
Rl=(2.*X3*YZ1/X2 
S2=(X3~*2~Y2)/(X2*~2) 

D=(Y3-Rl+S2)/Q 
C=-(Y2+2.* ~3*D)/(X2**2) 

B=-2.*X2*C-3.*X2**2*D 
Al=Y2 
X6=X6-X2 
X7=X7-X2 
01= (THM+(YG-TH~)~(X7/X6)~*2)/{X6~X7~~2+X7*~3) 
Cl=(Y6-THM-Dl*X6**3)/X6**2 
01=0. 
P(Ll)=SlGPV 

C CALCULATIC~ SF INTERPOLATtD VALUES 
C 

DO 100 K=l,L 
XI~T(K)=DX/2.*Ql 

I-' 
.po. 
\.0 



c 

IF(XINT(K).GT.X2) GO TO 3 
P(K)=B*XINT(K)+C*Xr~T 'K)**2+D*XI~T(K) *3+STGPY 
(';1=Q1+1. 
GO TO 100 

J XINT(K)=XINT(K)-X2 
4 P{K)=Al+C1*XINT(K)*~2+Dl*XINT(K)**3+STGPY 

Ql=Ql+l • 
XINT(K)=XINT(K)+X2 

100 CO(~TI~UE 

C CAlCUlATICN OF SURFACE SEGMENTS 
C 

S(11=0. 
DO llC K=2,ll 
IF(K.GT.L) GO TO 6 
S 1 ( K ) ::: S C t<. T ( ( P ( K ) - P ( K - 1) ) * l,( 2 + ( D X I 2 • j * * 2 ) 
S(K)=Sl(K)+S(K-l) 
GO TO III 

6 Sl(K)=SQRT«P(K)-P{K-l»**2+CXl**2J 
S{K)=Sl(K)+S(K-l) 

111 C C;.rT I NU E 
110 CGi'iTli\UE 

TSL=S(ll) 
XSTU= S (2) 
DO 130 K=l,l 
DSU1(K)=Sl(K+l)/TSL 
DSU(K)=DSU1(K) 

13 0 C G I'~ T 1 ~ U E 
RETURN 
END 

J-I 
\J1 
o 



x U CF Ttl T A RT~[TA H DELTA 

'-'- 51 13CLt.22':' J. 4481 ".C: 026 14. 2.3 ft Q.G 23 
O.CSb 23C:i.976 0.'')2038 G .00C'31 31. 2 • .35 0.0026 
0.138 2675.73 f t J.01317 ::'. D ,. C4C 44. 2.42 v.Ga31 
C.179 2S3l).7['2 C .i) lCU3 J. ':< Q'+ 7 58. 2.42 0.OJ37 
0.218 3053.542 O.OOf.:,22 J.O 054 69. 2. i t 5 0.0042 
J.257 31 6 :J. 5 1·;_' ,~. }O666 0.0(C62 81. 2.49 o .OL746 
o '"10£_ .• ~./ , 3169.629 0.00526 C.OC07C 92. 2.53 0.0051 
0.331 3176.134 0.00427 0.00079 1.04. 2.65 0.Je57 
0.368 3159. ,=:93 J. ,.,0353 .:J • (1 ('~ C 8 7 115. 2.72 ,) .;j .)62 

...... 
1 k.ANS I T Ir~J VI 

...... 

(;.401 3143.16Cj ::; • ::1 C 2 B l:; 0. Ci Cj(~96 12.5. 2 '." .0_ :J.CJ6B 



x u 

0.401 31 t't3. 76:' 
0.404 13,:;.766 
C.476 3~J37.611 

0.548 2<; 1 7. 7 B 
a • 62 1 2 2 It • 766 
I:" • 69 3 27 5 -, • b 1 S 
0."165 269':J~901 

().837 2645.183 
~J.90S 2SC;J.BbJ 
0.982 2543.628 
1.054 2't7G.b38 
1.127 2413.695 
1.200 2355.672 
1.273 222~.732 

1.346 222~.16J 

1.419 2146.536 
1.493 2063.Df.>G 
1.566 1983.048 
1 • 64 1 1 2 8 It. 516 

1.678 S'::P,L\RATEIJ 

CF 

,'-.. ": r,,: /'''' '''''\ lJ • ;...J 0 ,J 1..1 L 

0.0(.8;)9 
;). ':.,' C: 7 3 
C). D07 Cl 3 
J.<:Q646 
C).~)(6,::8 

0.00518 
C.CG551 
).00525 
0.00583 
0. C473 
0.0C445 

.GC410 
(.00385 
0.00350 
C.DC309 
0.J(262 
0.002,)0 
;J .:10 1 ~~ .. 5 

THt;TA 

J .O~J()·;t, 
~.JJC92 

J. 0136 
J.0C18t 

.00235 
\) • ~~(. 2,8C: 
!J.OC325 
:,.0:'::'371 
G.CC41S 
O.OC46[ 

.ae531 
C.C05S? 
0.00613 
0.CG761 
0.00666 
G.e S93 
;.01152 
0.01365 
0.01687 

RTr.ETl, 

125. 
120. 
172. 
226. 
27£:. 
321. 
36 • 
4('8. 
451. 
495. 
547. 
601. 
65{j. 
72'5. 
sao. 
887. 
991. 

1126. 
1322. 

H 

2.34 
1.93 
1.11 
1.66 
1.62 
1.60 
1.59 
1.58 
1.57 
1.51 
1.58 
1.59 
1.60 
1.62 
1.65 
1.70 
1.11 
1.91 
2.25 

DEL TA 

0.0')71 
0.0084 
C.G149 
0.0190 
0.J23: 
0.;:)262 
0.0304 
0.D339 
0.3375 
0.041 
;').0448 
0.0489 
0. -:;533 
:J.0)521 
0.0636 
0. 07e.'" 
0.0777 
O.08Fl 
'3.1)6J 

t-' 
V1 
N 
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POTENTIAL FLOW SOLUTION AND INCO~WRESSIBLE 

BOUNDARY LAYER FOR A TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASCADE 

by 

Hans E. Bryner 

(ABSTRACT) 

A theoretical approach to the solution of two-dimensional, incom

pressible, potential flow in a straight, infinite cascade, using a 

finite difference method is presented in PART 1. The results are 

displayed and discussed as functions of the angle of attack, two 

different methods of approximating the blade shape and two different 

equations, being of first and second order accuracy to calculate the 

blade surface velocities. 

In PART 2 the blade boundary layer, based on the results from 

PART 1, is calculated and the results are displayed for the case of a 

cubic fit approximation for the blade shape and two different angles 

of attack. The discussion includes the effects of further parameters. 

The results of PART 1 are in general agreement with previous 

work done in this area and the results of PART 2 need still to be 

verified by the experiment. 


